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NO.
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Butter. V lb .................. in,
14 1 8th
lie lias broken
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fa
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__________
Eggs, ft dozen ...................
]|
,,KK VKKN, E., Dealer in Ueneral Hard- down some old, well-fixed social barrier;
!!‘»uoy. >Mh ......................18
is
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
imagines that, by a sort of free-andHay, f ton .....................
it
Hides, green glh ................
t] ,
LANDED
In easy license,lie lias established his supieMKLIS. Dealers
Dealora'ip
Maple sugar. V lb ..............
Hard
ware. Tin-ware and Fanning Jmplc
.w
Hard ware.
macy over those who recognize restrictions
Onions,y bushel ............... 1 25 lb; IV) ments; Eighth street.
Potatoes, y bushel ...............
1 10
and are governed by definite principles.
Timothy Seed. V bushel ...........
Hot.ii
Wuolt N B
I
The air will) which these words are usual-
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0. S.

TIAVEHKATK, 0,f *80N, 1st Ward Hard
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Beans. V bushel ...................2
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made

its

disintegrating influ-

the oracular statement

that “ at the great crisis of the world, which
T. E.. Physician;residence, opposite
cor. Public Square.

lars:

At Hie semi-annualmeeting of

the

was nearer than some supposed,he wished Grand Lodge of Masons, Italy, on the 27th
ryiESBlRG. J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medlthe people to he united.” As Mr. Disraeli of March last, Pope Pius IX, was expelled
L/ cines, Paints and OR*, Brushes. Ac. Phy- ptAUPENTER, J. H., Physician, Surgeon and AcVy couchant. Officeand residence on 9th street. is not an alarmist,nor one apt to be fright- Irom the Order. Tlie decree of expulsion
7 08 sician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
Strangers are requested to inquire at Van Putten's.
6 55
ened at shadows, and as it is conceded was published in the official Masonic pap6 40
AN PUTTKN. Wm., Dealer in Drugs~ MedirEDKBUER.F. 8., Physician and Burgeon; even hy his opponents that he is exceed er at Cologne, Germany, and is preceded
6 25
cines, Paints, Oils, etcj Proprietor of Dr.
1/ Office in Nan Landegend’a Brick Block, 2d
| by the minutes of the Mge in which he
6 03 W. Van Din Bibo's Family Medicines; River 8t.
floor.
ingly clear-sighted,his announcementthat was initiated,and Isas
5 47
Uhr follows:
tVillnu..
5 89
WALSH
HEBE R, Druggist A Pharmacist;a full
some
“ great crisis of the world” is at bund
“A
man
named
Mastai
Ferretti,who rc5 28
f
stock of goods appertaining to the business. DOH BR8.T. Dj HomeopathicPhysician and
Soraeoi:office on M. D. Howabd'h lot, cor- has created much speculation.To what ce ved the baptism of Freemasonry, and
5 18 See advertisement.
ner of 8th and River st.; residence on 10th st.
5 07
solemnly pledged his love and fellowship,
great danger ahead does Mr. Disraelipoint ?
5 00
Dry Ooodi.
and who afterwards was crowned Pope
CJ CHOUTBN, R. A., Surgeon,Phvsiclan ObstetriP.M.
Regulargraduatedand Licensed. Of- Is it a war between Russia and England? and King, under the title of Plo Nino,
4 50
DERT8CH, D. General dealer In Dry flee atclan,
residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
A.M.
or between Russia and Germany ? or a re- has now cursed hi* former brethern and
L3 Goods. Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
9 20 cor. Eighth and Market streets.
newal of the strife, with augmented pro- excommunicatedall members of the Order
flewiuf
Eachlati.
A.M.
11 00
• Flour aei Feed
portions, between France and Germany? of Freemasons. Therefore, said Mastai
17 ANTERS, A. M., Agent for Grover and BaAM
Ferretti is herewith, by decree of the
IY
ker
s
Sewing
Machines;
Eighth
street.
705
Or, is his allusion to some other contest’
Grand
Lodge expelled from the Order for
A.M.
SfiffV'X.
more profoundlyaffectingthe entire world, perjury.”
Sriiltn.
1 00
8.

W

.

V

’

f

O

S^orliS:

t

barbe’s old stand, 8th street— See Advertisement.

and better entitled to be designatedas a
The charges against him were first preU., Dealer In Harness. Satchels,
Saddles, Whips, Robes, etc.; “great crisis ot the world” than any mere ferred in his lodge at Palermo, in 1805.
To this he made no reply, and for divers
VfEkER H..ACO., Dealers in all kinds of Fnr- Eighth street.
Jl nitnre, CnrUlns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, yAUPELL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer In war between nations, however gigantic it reasons, the charm were not pressed until
Picture Frames, etc. ; River atreet.
may be? We could wish that Mr. Disrae- lie urged the Bishop of Brazil to act ag*Tu*Fa5Pe?’
TrunkB‘ Saddles and Whips;
The MERCHANTS and SHIPPERS of Holland
Eighth
r
li had been more specific, so that we might
gressively towards the Freemasons.Then
O KIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
IV Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See adJudge whether he has only taken counsel they were pressed, and after a regular trial
Wcoi Urk, 1U.
their freightfrom Chicago to Grand Haven as^fS vertisement.
a decree of expulsion was entered and
lows:
of his fears, or whether there is in reality
published, the same being signed by Victor
/?e,a^er,n Staves, Wood and
General Merchandlse-DfyGoodfl, Groceries.
Omni Dialtn.
I\ Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street. close at hand a conflict which will draw Emmanuel, King of latly, anu Grand
Hardware, Crockery, Drugs, Boots A Shoes. Hats
A Caps, eUs., at 18c per 100 iba.
FVUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
the whole world into its mighty whirl.
Master.
Tobacco ail Cigar*.
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Cap*.
lOoTbs Nal1" A8p,ke,‘ Pa,nt. ek*. 15c per
danger
perceived
is
in
a
large
degree
a
We hope the Old Gentleman will be
Clothingand Feed ; River street.
Funiture.

ftfamtoat pur.

I/.

r^E VRIES,

sfVeet.

A

U

TK^.L,aug; ICM";

no remedy able to withstand the shock. He may
however, with the same
Wagosjukon aad Ilaokisltki.
0,,,Pork, v,n#gar’ etcion
of
many,
however,
Mr.
Disraeli’s
dark
spirit
of
contempt
and ridicule, with
^Bbls Sngar,' Rice, Peas, Beans, etc., at 25c per
J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;,
yAN PUTTEN A DE VRIES, General Retail TALISMAN,
allusion
was
not
to
any
strife
between
nawhich
the
and
intelligent
world in this
r Horse Shooing and all kinds of repairing
Dealers, in Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, done. Cash paid for
OTHER FREIGHT IN PROPORTION. Jr
*
tions,
but
was
intended
as
a
warning
age, treats the 4‘ Thunders from the VatiHats and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
ARRANGEMENTShare been made with Mr
atohu Ml Jowiiry.
against an ecclesiasticalstrife dominated can.”
D. P. Clay, Receiverof the M X. 8, Railroadfor flTERKMAN, H. D., Dealer in Dry Goods! Urothe^followln^ftates from GnuRMBaven to Holland,
—
--- vf csriea,Crockery, Flour A ProvUlons. New A LBBRS * WYNNE, Jewelera and Watduna- hy the papacy, on a more extended and
Store, Eighth street.
Thk
families
of
the
three
clergymen of
kera. The oldest establishmentIn the city
deep-reaching scale than any that has
lit class, 2nd class, 8rd class, 4th class,
Eighth street.
the
Evangelical
Alliance
who
were lost oo
^ySRKMAN^ASONS,Gsncral Dealersin Dry
heretofore agitated the civilized world,
16c. •
10c.
JOSLIN A BREYMAN. Watchmaker*.Jewelthe VHIe du Havre are removed from the
which will involve all Europe and extend
For further Information apply to Mr. P. PFAN- Grain. Flour and Feed made a speciality;iliverat!
era, and dealers In Fancy Goods; cor.
cor. Eighth
l«[b8n’Peed, Potaloe8ln B*«l» etc-. 18c per

TMI ROLLER. D., Retail Dealer

in Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and convey
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

danger averted, while there

A

atM:™**

is

against a danger concealed. In the opin- treat the matter,

•

Furs.

-

-

;

17c.

'

ST1EHL, Holland,

12c.

;

or

and Market streets.

addreas:

GOODRICH TRA8PORTATION

CO.,

OnwiN.

. Chicago, Ills.

Sidmlk

OF

The eveningtrain for Grand Haven, connects
Ith this line of Steamers. The Boat for (Jhicago,
leavea Grand Haven every evening, except Satur<lv«, and waits until the arrival of the M. L. 8.
Train,

to other countries that are now complaslumbering.Mr. Disraeli is not a
man who is wont to speak without a
knowledge of facte, but such vague utterances as this are not only uselen, they arc
dangeroui. We trust that be will take
early occasion to be more definite.-^ rt>cently

A

Plft&k.

choice lot of dry pine *-ineh cull plank for

sale cheap, by H. D.
cheap.

Post. Also, No.

1

Shingles.

tian Intelligencer.

fear of

want hy

tant public

of

the generosity of the Protes-

this country and Europe.

amounted
to nearly twenty thousand dollars, and
The subscriptiohs in

this country

abroad to about fifty thousand dollars,collected chiefly in Switzerland, where the

widows are

living.
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MICHIGAN.

Of the 91 delegateselected, over 70 are Democrats aud Conservatives. Gen. Grandson D.
Royston,of Hempstcd county, a member of

was then adjusted and a white cap drawn over
the heads of the murderers, and, while a
hymn was being sung, the drop fell. Rosentho Convention of 1836. has been elected tiue’s neck Was broken, but Moody, having a
President of the Convention.”,
muscular neck, struggled violently, and died
by strangulation."

Washington.

< The amount of postage-stamps abd stamped

iWsiuMlMARY.

June

30,

t

was, “exclusiveof those Med for o

cial communication,”$21,157,434.76.
au increase over the previous year of $631,894.99,
or over 3 per cent. The issues of postal-cards
amount to $91,790, aud of official stamps, to

- --

#

-1
L
IOWA ttllimiDlAWV*
-

E

envelopes issued during the fiscaljfear endin

The OHtcago and Northwester^ Cousfrany Enjoined From Obeying It.

A

Prominent Michigander

Attempts

Suicide.

Judge A.

“The

II. Giddings, well-known

throughoutthe State of Mitehigan as a
man of marked ability aud it able lawyw, attempted to commit suicide in this
city, yesterday afterloon, by jumpiiig
into the ilfer oM dUrk-8iteetTbridgE
At about 1:30 o'clock the crowd of
pedestriansconstantly crossing . this
structurewas considerably excited and

Jack’s Rat-Trap.
is an empty barrel,”said

first

Jack.

An empty barrel 1” exclaimed Mrs.
bless you, child, you
can’t get a rat into an amply barrel.”
YonTl see, jaom,” said Jack, and he
brought- up an *%mpty barrel from the
cellar. “ Now, mom,” he said, “ where
do them rats spend the most of their
“

Gill. “Why,

The Chicago Tribune of the 14th inst. says
conformity of the leadingIowa railway
time wh* n they’re about ?”
The New York city Ux levy for thia year ie
surprised to see a well-dressedand gencompanies
to
the
new
law
of
that
State
en“Right on the lower shelf therein
$1,769,301. 86.... The Attorney General has
132,186,150, being at the rate of 2.60 per cent,
decided that under section 19 of the act couraged the belief that the Executive Coun- tlemanly-looking man, who had been my store-room,” replied Mrs. Gill; and
on the assessed valuation. Estimatingthe amendatoryof the bankrupt la*v, United cil would experience no difficultyin enforcing leaning' over the .railing at tho south Jack proceeded to tie a large newspaper
population of the city at 1,000,000 persons, it Hiat es marshals and registers in bankruptcy
end of the structure, musingly looking over the top of the barrel. Then ho cut
its provisions. But tho disposition to litigate
appears that the costw)f municipal govern- are not required to make the returns therein
into tho dark and turgid waters below, a hole as large as his hand in the midment in that monstrous center of corruption providedfor until they are furnished with in case there is any prospect of success is too clamber over the barrier and throw
dle of the paper, and arranged around
tabular
forms
and
directions
in
respect
thereper oapita tor every man, woman, and
strong to be altogetherabandoned. From the
himself into the stream. His intention the hole several pieces of cheese, and
to by the Judges of the Supremo Court of the
first, Mr. Horace William*, President of the
undoubtedlywas to end hfs life, but he moved up the barrel quite near to the
United States.
New You has Just had what is pronounced
three Iowa linos, was disposed to test the conmisjudged the distance and roll on the shelf.
The Interior Department has made a dea genuine case of Asiaticcholera.
.Six perstitutionalityof the law. It must bo dock and stones below.
cision which will |be vastly interestingto tho
“ I think we’ll have a rat, mom, dead
admitted he had better ground for
sons wore recentlydrowned by the upsetting
Some of tho spectatorsof the singu- sure, by to-morrowmorning,” he said,
Western people. It is, that when a person his action than had the majority of the
of a yacht at Atlantic City, N, J.
has completed a five-yearsresidence upon a Iowa companies. They were hampered by lar conduct rushed to the deck to assist as he came out of the store-roomand
Weehawken,N. Jm was visited by a disas- homestead, he is entitled to a patent without being chartered under the general law tho unfortunate man. It was discov- closed the door.
trous conflagrationon the 11th inst. Sixteen further stay; and that residencein a double reserving to the Legislature the right to ered that his right leg has been broken
When m-iruing came Jack sought the
house, built upon the line of a homestead, is regulate their charges. But the best line by the fall, just below the knee-joint,
oil-tanks, containing from 5,000 to 20,000 barstore-room, and there he found two rats
residence upon the homestead proper.... A directed by Mr. Williams -the Chicago, Iowa
rels of oil each, aud estimated te have con- Washingtondispatch of tho 9th inst. says
and Nebraska, extendingfrom Lyons aud and that his head was somewhat but “swinging round the circle.” Round
rained 75,000 barrels, were consumed. The “ It is stated that the Grand Jury found two Clinton to Cedar Rapids —was clustered pre- not seriouslybruised.
and round the circle of the barrel they
total loss is estimated at about $750,000.
indictments to-day against Mr. Dana, of the vious to this assertionof the reserved power,
Officer O’Neil, of the bridge squad of went ; but there wasn’t the ghost of a
The Mill river disaster had hardly begun to New York thin, for libel,on tho complaint of and. consequently, is not subject to it. This police, took charge of the sufferer, be- chance for either of them. They could
road is leased by tho Chicago and Northwestfade from public recollectionbefore Western ox-Gov. Shepherd. The President is expectstowed him as comfortably as possible not get out.
ed to issue his requisitionon the Governor of ern Company, aud forms part of their through
Massachusettshas become the scene of an- New York for the production hero of the ac- line to Omaha. Monday last tariffsin accord- in an express-wagonand removed him
Mrs. Gill held up her hands iu astonother similar calamity. Fortunately,however, cused at an early day."
ance with the Iowa law were sent out to all to the county hospital. The limb was ishment and looked with admiring eyes
this latest disaster is quite free' from that
The new District Government is cutting the company’s agents in Iowa. Now comes properly set and the bruises of the head at Jack and the barrel.
Mr. Williams,and, by bis attorneys, applies tenderly dressed, and last evening the
•hocking loss of life which made the Mill
It was plain to Jack that he had won
down
expenses at a lively rate.,.. The issue sf
river calamity so terrible, aud tho destruction
for an injunctionto restrain the Nortuwestern
patient was in the enjoyment of an ap- a victory. He saw somethingmore than
of propurty is much less serious. Ou Sunday postage-staraps this year is 14 J per cent, managers from operatingthe leased road aforeafternoon,12th hist., two reservoirs situated greater than last.
said in accordance with the legislative sched- parently painless rest.
rats in the barrel, for he hud completely
Mr. Giddings resides in Newaygo, conquereda place for himself in Mrs.
upon Middlcflold brook, a mountain stream
ule. Notice of this applicationwas received
It is denied that the grand jury of Washflowing into tho Westfieldriver, about twentyFriday. Acknowledgment was made, ajqioar- Mich., where he holds the high posi- Gill’s heart.
five miles west of Springfield, gave way, and ington has yet found an indictment against aueo entered by tho company, aud a motion
tion of Circuit Judge for the county.
After he had poured water into the
precipitatedtheir contents upon the pleasant Dana on complaint of Ross Shepherd, and it made for a change of venue from the State
He is a man of about 40 years of age, barrel and drowned the rats, ho emptied
villages bobw, destroyinga number of buildto
the
United
States
Court.
This
prois confidently assorted that none will be
ings. doing great damage to the farmers’ found.
ceeding adds to tho complexity of tho railway and is without a family. Holding this the barrel, put on fresh dry paper and
crops, aud tearing away bridges and track
controversy,the difference between this* high judicial position, he is widely and more bait, and set the barrel iu tho
General.
along tho Boston aud Albany railroad so effectaud the Wisconsin case being that no reserved aud favorably known in his native state.
same place ; aud the next morning anRecent
deaths: At Rome, Italy, Mousignor
ually as to put a complete embargo upon
right to regulate can be adduced in the Iowa
He is a man of tine culture aud talent, other rat was flying around in it in wild
through travel for several days. The total do Morode, Archbishop of Mitylene, and case. It will clearlypresent for judicial debut, unfortunately, like many other excitement.In ten days the house was
loss of property is estimated at $350.000.... privatechaplain of the Pope ; at Washington, cision the question as to whether a Legislature
The public is to know what Beecher did. Mr. D. C., Gen. William 8. Hillvcr; at Hillsboro, possesses the inherent right to prescribeex- such men, he is addicted to an inordi- still ; no noise of rats could be heard
Tilton replies to the challenge contained in
N. O., Tod R. Caldwell, Governor of North actly what rates a railroad may charge. It is nate use of strong drink. He frequent- anywhere.
Mr. Beecher’s bote to the investigatingcom- Carolina.
expected the motion will be argued this ly visits this city, where he has many
Jack was master of the situation ami
mittee by another note, in which he declares
month.
Political.
friends, and indulges in prolonged master of Mrs. Gill’s burnt. From tha
his intention to make statement, under oath,
Mr. W. A. Thrall, General Ticket Agent of
The last issue of Harjur'n Weekly, which
seasons of excessiveintoxication. This time he wanted nothing, for Mrs. Gil
of all the circnmstancfcsof the mysterious
the Chicago A NorthwesternRailroad,in furhas
for some time indulged in indelicate re- nishing the new tariff to the ticket agents of deplorabto habit has partially impaired thought there was nothing too good far
offense committed againsthim by Mr. B.-echqy.
flections on the present Administration,con- the Iowa Division,instructs them to post a his lino talents and induced at times a him in the house or in store. She eultd
The West.
a full-page cartoon by Nast, which copy in their waiting-rooms for the inspection partial derangement of his mental fa- him “ my own boy,” and he was no more
A battle was fought on Wind river, tains
represents Columbia reproving President of passengers.The attention of agents is culties. It was probably in one of a hired servant.— jY. V. Independent.
Wyoming Territory,on tho 4th of July, be- Grant for the nomination of Shepherd aud also called to the following rule:
“Care must be observed not to sell tickets these moods that he committed his
tween two companies of United States cav- Richardson, with tho following words:
to stations by any train that does not stop at fatally intended deed. — Chicago Trib“Don’t let us have any more of this nonsense.
The Use of the Tongue.
alry and 150 Shoshone Indians on the one
such station as per time table, but. in case of une, 9th.
It is a good trait to stand by one’s friends,
To
taste
and talk, of course. It does
side, and a camp of hostile Sioux on the other. but —
The President is represented in a applicationfor tickets to such way-stations,
neither. An ulcerated tongue was lateResult -50 Sioux killed and wounded and ICO crouching attitude, withau expression of half passengers must bo informed of the proper
HydrophobiaMortality.
train to take."
horses captured; two soldiers killed and four fear aud half hate on his face.
ly cut entirely out at the Royal Free
wounded. The ranche of A. C. Myers, on tho
Tho statisticsof deaths from hydro- Hospitalin London. Within a week the
Foreign.
Canadian river, was attacked by Indians June
The Bccchcr-Tilton Scandal.
phobia in the United States for the past man was heard distinctlyto say, “I
27. Three men were killed. ’ The Indians
It is reported from Paris that IsabellainA
New
York
dispatch
of
the
10th
inst.
says:
ten years, accordingto the census, in would like to have some beef tea.”
were repulsed, however,and 11 of them tends to publicly revoke her abdicationof the
“ Henry Ward Beecher has demanded of Ply- which it is understoofl only the best Blindfold a man, aud tell him to open
killed, after a three-hours fight. Gen. Sherman has ordered a regiment of cavalryto the Spanish throne.... A vote was taken in the mouth Church au investigationof the charges authenticated cases have been entered, his mouth wide and keep it open ; put
scene of these outbreaks.A dispatchfrom French Assemblyou the 8th inst.. on the momade againsthim by Tilton. The probability report a total of sixty-threefatal cases. salt on his tongue, or a drop of wormTopeka. Kan., dated July 9, says : *• A large tion of M. Bnra in terpell ini? the Governparty of Indians,comprisingComanche*, ment for its aupression of V Union newspa- is that at least a part of tho truth will come These cases are distributed by ages as wood oil— he cannot tell the difference.
Take half a teacup of ice water, pour it
Kiowas and Arapahoes are ou the war-path per. But a small number of the members out at the investigation,
which is to be madu follows
in Southwestern Kansas, and threatening voted, and the me lion was lost. The Govern- by both tho church and the Society of Pltm- UntUr 1 year ...........4 Between 35 and 40 ......1 into the center of a dose of castor oil ;
Between land ...... 4 Between 40 and 45.. j... 1 open the mouth, put the rim of the cup
tho lives and property of tho people on the ment then moved a vote of confidence, but
uuiii vuuiiu.
a muii b ---- lit, mbi.i'V
------ -------U
Between 2 and ...... 1 Between 45 r.nd 50 ..... 5
border. Mr. Miles, tho Quaker Indian Agent, that was defeated by a vote of 331 to 368, a
Hahed,
was
printed
first of all in the Golil>
Between Hand ...... Between60 and M ...... 2 far back on tho tongue, toss up the cup,
is outspoken in favor of extermination. The majority againstthe Gsvernment of 37. This
Between 4 and 5.. ... 2 Between 55 and 60 ...... 3 down goes the oil without a taste of it,
Age of June 27, but copies were circulated
was
followed
by
a
vote
on
the
simple
motion
facts contained in his dispatch to WashingBetween 5 aud 10 ...... 6 Between AO and 65..,. j, 3
or
three
days
in
advance
among
newspaper
ton are confirmed by advices from the seat of to proceed with tho order of business, which
Between 10 and 16 ...... 7 Between 65 and 7»..\.'.2 as long as you keep your mouth open,
Mr.
Beecher’s
letter deinr.ndiuginvestigatio
was carried— 315 to 339. It will therefore be
the troubles.”
Between 15 and 20 ..... 8| Between 70 aud 73 ...... 1 or do not allow the oil to touch tho lips.
perceived that nothing was accomplished by is dated June 27, the same day that the lett<
Between 20 and 25 ...... 3 Between 75 and
..... 2
Is taste, then, iu the lips ? To produce
Intelligence has reached Omaha from the votes. The Assemblyrefused to censure was published.”
Between 25 and 30 ...... (BetweenHO and ...... 1
[From
the
Christian
Tulon
(Mr.
Beecher's
pope
the
sensationof taste, the tongue, the
Between
30
aud
35
......
1
Between
88
aud
90
......
1
Spotted Tail’s Agency that seventy-fivelodges and refused to indorse the Government. ...A
of July 11.]
lips and tho substancemust all come iu
London telegram announces that England has
of Ogallalasare moving toward that place
These
cases
were
distributed.
|by
MR. BEECHER AND HIS CHURCH.
demanded $H, 000, 000 of Spain &* indemnity
contact at the same time, as in the proStates as follows:
On the 7th of July, Mr. Beecher addressed
that the Uncapapas and Minuiconjousare
for the murder of eighteenBritish subjects
cess of smacking the lips.
note to the Examining Committeeof Plyu
Alabama .............. 1 New York ............
»
moving across the Yellowstone river, and that who were captured ou the Virginias.
outh Church, stating that he had requestt
Connecticut ............1 North Carolina ........ 1
the Arapahoes aud Cheyennesare camped on
President MacMahon, on the 9th inst., certain gentlemen,members of the ehurc
Delaware .............. l O’im.. .................1
Search the Scmptcues,— A business
tho head- waters of tho Rig Horn river, near
Illinois ................SjPeuuryivauia ..........U
Big Horn mountains....An appeal lias gone sent to the French Assemblya message on aud of the society, to make & thorough and Kent nek ........... ... 'Tew. ................. man in Newark, to whom a bill had
ont from the grasshopper region of Minne- the pending troubles. He called attention to detailed examination into the rumors, insinu- Louisiana. ........... 22 Virginia.............. ,.3 been owing for some time, finally sent a
ations, or charge*, made respecting his consota for aid for the settlers whoso crops for
the law of November last, by which the ex- duct, and asked them, if they approved of this Maryland ..............l|Wlneonaiu ............ j. 1 sharp dunning note to his debtor, and
MaHMolniBett* .......... 1 Michigan ..............1
two years have been destroyed by the pestiferecutive power was conferredupon him for action, to add their officialappointment to bis New Jeriey ............T
receivedin reply a postal card containous insects. A large number are now wholly
seven years, and after announcinglys deter- personal reque-t.
ing the following : “ Matthew 18 : 20.”
destitute, aud although the local authorities
Entire reliar.ee cannot be placed
mination to use tho powers then conferred on
The letter asking tho gentleman to reive
To this he responded. “ Romans 13 : 8
will be able to provido for their present neceshim for tho public good be adjured the As- was as follows
upon the returns from Louisiana, nor
sities,aid from abroad will be required to huvc
St. Luke 12 : 28.” The result was the
sembly to complete the organization of those
Brookltn. June 27, 1874.
can it bo deduced from the large nmfithem from starvation.... Quite a sensation powers, that he might bo enabled to give to
Gentlemen: In the pre^nt stats of the public bt r of cases with which that State is prompt return of a check in payment of
was created in tho Supreme Court, at MadiFiance a stable and good governmentAt the feeling,I owe it to my friends and to the church
the amount. We hope the above will
son, Wis., a few days ago, t.ythe reading of
conclusionof tho reading of tho message, M. and societyover which I am pastor, to have nome credited that the tendency to hydropho- induce some people to “ search the
a letter by Chief Justice Ryan, addressed to
proper
luvceti«atiou
mads
of
the
rumor*,
inainnabia is greater in warm climates than it
Duval stated that in the existing state of
Scriptures.”
him aud inclosing $100. The letter is a» fol- affairs it was impossible to defisitelyestab- tiouh or charges made respecting my conduct, uh
is in temperate. It is a pretty wellcompromised
by
the
late
publication
made
by
Air.
lows: “Richfield,Wis., June 30.— To E. O. lihli any form of government, and ho thereRyan— Dear Sir: Please du for mo what yoh fore moved that tho Asseniblv ho dissolved Tilton. I have thoughtthat both the church and established fact that it is peculiujrjto
The Markets,
should be represented,and I take the liberty
latitudes subject to sudden changes and
can. If I will win the case I will send you a after voting on the finance, military reorgan- society
of ankiug tue following gentlemen to serve in this
$100 more. (Signed),Ludwig Henry Zeaun.
NEW YORK.
ization, and general election bill*, "and insist- inquiry, and to do that which truth and justice extremes of heat and cold.
P. 8.-I vote for Mr. Taylor."The Judge
Bp.EVEH ........................
9 (a) 121
ed that his motion be declared urgent. A may require.I l»eg that each of the gentlemen
remarked, with muoh feeling, that he did not
named will considerthis letter as if it had ,tecu
Hons— Dresised ..... ..........V.(a)
vote on the question of urgency w as taken
Poison.
know how he had over earned such a gross but lost, when the motion was referred to the separately aud p* rsouaily sent to him ; namely,
Cotton ..............
17| a) ..
from the church : Henry W. Sage, August ua Ktorre,
insult. Ho turned tho matter over to the
Flock— Superfine WoMtern ..... 4 90 (S> 5 35
Committee of Thirty.
aud Henry M. Cleveland ; from the society : Horace
This
is
the
seasen
when
great
numAttorney-General for such action as should
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .........1 30 (a) 1 32i
B. Clatlin, John Winslow, and J. V. White.
It is said that the dividends for the first
bers of people indulge in the pleasures
•eem best.
Winter Red Western..1 32 @ 1 34*
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Zaun, the man who attempted to bribe the
Chief- Justice of Wisconsin, has been fiued
$100 and costs ____ Capt. James Wood, of tho
White StockingBase-Ball Club, of Chicago,
and one of the most proficient ball-players in
the country, has lost his right leg by amputation.

half of tho year, 1874 of English railway stock

will be miHatisfactory.

The

decline is at-

tributedto the diminished activity of trade.

The Paris Figaro has been suspended by
order of the MacMahon Government... A
dispatch from St. Petersburg denies that tho

-

young Duke Nicholas who stoic his mother’s
Reports come from the West that the diamonds, lias been sentenced to banishment,
Cheyenne Indians are growing troublesome. but says Ins case is still ponding before the
Emperor.

The South.
A son of Oen. Robert E. Lee has obtained

an order from the United States District
Court for the restorationof certain property

belongingto the estate which was sold for
taxes during the war.... The most exciting
game of base ball of the season came to au
abrupt termination at Memphis, Tenn.. the
other day. What rendered it peculiarly lively
was the fact that leaden balls took the place
of the leather sphere. It is related that, during the process of the game “ a negro man,
who was in the way of Peter Meath, tho
catcher, was ordered out of the wav, to ‘which
he responded with au oath, aud, 'drawing a
pistol, fired at Meath, ivho ran to his coat and
getting a pistol, returned the fire. Some half
a dozen shots were fired in the melee that
ensued, the negro firingat the other members
of the club. Finally bo was shot in the back
and then beaten terribly.”

Several weeks ago Hildreth,Deputy United States Marshal in tho Tullahoma District
of Tennessee,was murdered by some person
or persons unknown. Now Everett,who was
appointed as his successor, has met with the
same fate, bis assassin being unknown .....

Tho

Louisville Courier- Journal, of tho 13th

inst., publishesa crop report from all parts of

Kentucky for three months past. In
Southern and Western Kentucky not
enough rain has fallen at any one
time

to lay the dust. The crops are- almost
entirely destroyed,and with an abundance of
rain from this time on cannot bo saved. Of
tobacco there will be scarcely any crop. Corn

and oats are very small, but wheat is the best
crop for many years. Much destitution is
already reported, and the Governor is petitioned to convene the Legislature to devise
some means of relief.Rain has fallen in
pstern and CentralKentucky during tho last
two days, but too late to afford much relief.
In the mountain districtsactual cases of starvation are reported.

Dockert, the American arrested in Cuba
sometime since, has been sentenced to death,
....A young lunatic

named Kullman

shot at

Prince fiismarckthe other day with evident
intent to kill the great Minister,his wrist being grazed by the bullet. The affair happened
at Kiasengen, the popular German wateringplace. The would-be assassin was promptly
arrested, ai.d narrowly oicaped lynching....
Fritz Renter, the celebratedGerman novelist
is dead.. . A fund of $10,080 has been raised
to send John Mitchell, the Irish patriot,to
the British parliament.Mitchell fa now on
the old sod.. ..The Carlists are trying to drive
away foreigncorrespondents by shooting some
as spies Many Germans have already withdrawn from their lines.
.

I desireyon, when you have satisfied yourselves
by an impartial and thorough examinationof Jail
sources of evidence, to communicate to the Kxauiiuing Committee,or to the church, such action an
may then seem to you right and wise,

of rambles in

the woods, rock glPns, Rve ...........................
1 07 (a> 1
75
and other adjuncts of rural life; but Corn .........................
aside from sentiment it is a time to be- Oath— Western ..... ........... 59 Ca)
Pork— Now Mess .............. 19 00

@

Wo

ware of poisonous plants and shrubs.
Lard— Steam ................ .
The followingiu the second letter;
may “ serve a purpose ” just nowin
CHICAGO.
Jt'LT 6, 1874.
Dkah Brethren: I inclose to you a letter in mentioning a few of the most common Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. 6
Choice Natives ....... 5
which I have requestedthree gmit'lemen from the that should nbt be touched : the two
church,aud three from the society of Plymouth varieties of poisou ivy, poison vino and
Good to Prime Steers. 5
Church, gentlemen of unimpeachablerepute, and
CowB&nd Heifers..., 3
poison
oak,
one
of
which
grows
erect
as
who have u*t been involvedin any of the trials
Medium to Fair ...... 4
through which we have parsed during the year, to a shrub from two to five feet high, aud
Inferiorto Common.. 2
make a thoroughand imjiartial examisntldaof a'l
the other as n vine, from eight to thirty Hons— Live .............. ..... 5
charges or insinuationsagainst my good name, mid
to reiKirtthe same to yon, and 1 now respectfully feet high. Poison sumac, also known FLoua-Choice White Winter.. 8
Red Winter ...........5
request (hit you will give to this committeethe au- as poison elder and swamp dogwood,
Henuv Ward Beecher,

.

thority to act in your behalf alao. It seemed wise
to me that the request should proceed from mo and
without your foregoingknowledge,and that you
should give to it the authority to act in your behalf
iu so far ns a thorough investigationof the facts

concerned. Henbt Ward Beecukb.
Tho Examining Comraittee,recognizing the
representativecharacterof the men thus aji-

tUioitid be

poiuted, mianimonely adopted the action of the
pastor, and authorizedthe gentlemen named 40
act ae a committee in it* behalf, and to report

growing as

a shrub or small tree from
ten to eighteen feet high, generally iu
moist places ; the foliage is light green.
Of those which should not even bo
placed in the mouth, are tho wild oarrot, wild parsley, eowbane, hemlock
parsley, water hemlock (the roots of
which are a deadly poison), aud poison
hemlock (also a virulent poison). The
root, leaves and berries of poke weed,
soake and garget are poisonous. Children sometimes eat tho berries of the
buckthorn, which is a violent and dangerous purgative, frequently produolfig

W

m

and deserved hanging. He declared t
had been forgiven of God, and aslte
those present would also forgive him.
evidence of that fact, he requestedtl
raise their hats, to which nearly all'fai
A Little Rock, Ark., telegram says : “The responded. Moody made a few iucoher
officialreturns from all the counties have been marks; he confessed that he was aloni
Abraham Bebm was murdered, and sa
received and opened, and foot up as follows:
be had earned the gallows.He gesti<
For the Convention,80,259, against 8,007. wildly while making his speech. The

wood, from Hofiduras, ’Ceylon, England and South America. There are
used of the metals, iron, steel, brass
white metal, gun metal and lead. There
are in an instrument of seven and a
half octaves 214 strings, making a total
length of 787 feet of white (covering)
wire. Such a piano will weigh from GOO
.

to 1000 poqnds.

..

il?@

25 ® 6 50
85 fa) f, 00
50 <ii) 5 75
25 (a) 4 75
75 (<u 5 40
60 (a> 3 60
to fd) 6 85
00 fa) 9 00
50 <® 6 50
Wheat-No. 1 Spring ..........1 Mfa 1 17J
No. 2 Spring .......... 1 18jro> 1 15
No. 3 Spring ..........1 Odifa 1 07*

Corn-No. ..................
69‘(S> 61
2

.
.
.

Oath— No. 2 .........
Rye— No. 2 ...................
Barley— No. 2 ...............
. 1
Rutter — Good to Choice .....

46 (a) 47
87 (a. 88
19 (a) 1 21
19
25
Eons -Fresh ................. 13.'.(® 14
Pork— Men* ..................
.18 80 @19 4)0
Lard ........................
..
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter ____ . 1 1417* 1 15J
Corn— No. 2 ..... ;; .......... HI f® 62
Oats No. if.y..., ............ 5« (® 57
74 <a> 76
Pork— Menu ..................
.20 50fa»
'•Larwv .......... : ............
IT
dangeroussymptoms.
Hoos ..... ...................
. 5 00 ffi 6 00
Tho only safe way to avoid unpleasant Cattle ......................
. 3 00 @ 6 00
or dangerous effect is to scrupulously
CINCINNATI.
. 1 15 @ 1 25
refrain from handling or chewing any Wheat .......................
Corn .......................
63 (S) 67
plant, or any part of it, unless the plant
Oath ...... .................. 47
66
is well known to you, and known
be Rye .......................
94 (a) 95
innoxious. —Porter/joidA Journal, \ i
Pork- Mobs ..................
.19 50 rd)l9 75
L*bd ........................
io

the result of their inquiryfor iu information
further action. The Congregationalist
lately suggestedthat the chargee against Mr.
Boecher should be referred for examination
to Boveral distinguiehedmen iu different parte
of the country, but Mr. Beecher eoomH to have
thought that the matter might more approA Double Execution.
priately bo referred to members of hie own
Lewis Rosontiue and John Moody, both colchurch and eociety,whoee interest in the puored, were executeda». Harrisburg, Pa., on rity’of iu miuietry would make them do their
the 9th inst., for the murder, in November work thoroughlyand impartially, and who,
having been chosen to official duty by their
last, of Abraham Belim, an old. farmer of 70
fellow-member*,would eepeciallycommand
years. Auoaciaiisoitno nanging an
their confidence. This, moreover, ia in acwith disgustingminuteness bythedailj
cordance with the principles and the genius of
Congregationalism, which impose upon every
in which we are told that Roeeotine,
church the duty of settling its own diffitaking of his last meal, declared that l
IncombustiblePaper and Ink.— An
cnltie* withont nccdloH^Iy troublingotborn
pocted to eat his next one in heaven
The investigationban been iu progreeH sev- English inventor has secured letters
eral daya, aud will probably be concluded thu
the culprits ascended “the gallows s
patent for an incombustibleand fireweek.
exhibiting the least nervousness,” an
proof ink. The pulp for the paper is
when they reached the platform
composed of vegetable fiber, one part ;
smiled;” that “the final ceremonies we
In an ordinary piano there are fifteen asbestos,two parts ; borax, one tenth
singing, in which the murderers outsa
kinds of wood, namely : Pine, maple part ; alum, two tenth parts. The ink
ministersin earnestness” The closing
spruce, cherry, walnut, white wool, can be used either in painting or writof tho tragedy are time described : ••
tine, being asked whether he had a
apple, basswood, birch, mahogany, ing, and is made accordingto the fob
declaration to make, spoke a few
ebony, holly, cedar, beach and rose- lowing recipe, Graphite, tinellyground,
admitting that he muraered Abraham

and
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MILWAUKEE
Wheat-No.

................
. 1 20 @ 1
................ 1 181(a) 1
Corn— No. 2 .................. 59
Oath— No. 2 .................. 4(11®
Rye— No. 1 ................... ••
Barley— No. 2 ............... 1 09 (S) 1
Pork ........
..
No.

1
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21
19i

60
474
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• TOLEDO.
Wheat— Amber

Michigan ..... . 1
No. 2 Red ........... 1
Corn .........................
Oats .........................

22
17
62
53

(S)
(2>

®
®

1 23
1 18
65
54

twenty-two * drams ; copal or other
DETROIT.
resinous gum, twelve grains ; sulphate
Wheat— Extra ........ ...... 1 48 @ 1 49
of iron, two drama ; tincture of nut
1 411® 1 42J
No. .............
galls, two drams ; sulphate of indigo, Corn .........................
eight drams. These substances' ans Oats ............. ........... 611® 521
CLEVELAND.
thoroughly mixed and boiled in water.
Wheat— No. 1 Red ........... 1 24J® 1 25?
.

1

!

.

The graphite can be replaced by

t*n

No.

2

Red...

i

.......

1

Hj®

1 15}

earthy mineral pigment of any desired Corn ......................... 70 (S)

71

color.

55

Oats .........................

52

®

DISASTER BY

.jjpacebfifeveojidirt etroet and Third aveliui,
ttid had ra»ahed Tolk on the north.

FIRE,

The

HOimieffl houudaryof the bnrnt dla-

trict extended east in almost

of $5,000,000.

boys, who were doing their best and bravest,
and when the gale, t> which was due ififistof
the mischief, carried destructionover their
heads aud inclosedthem on either side with a
wall of tyre, they pnUednp stakes and went to
the froiit again, where the unequal battle was
ronewed. But their efforts wore powerless to
save acres of dry pine roofs to the windward ;
and so the fire swept on as it pleased, hardly
turned from its course au inch by the efforts
of the department,until it reached State
street, which the flame now attacked.
Having reached State street the fire was in
its glory. Two-story frames was the rule, and
a substantialstructure the exception.The
flames leaped gaily from building to building,
now and then skipping a struoiureor two to
facilitate progress, but never neglecting to
bring up the rear and made clean work sf it.
The firemen fought 'valiantlyamong these
shanties. The must that oould be done was
to prevent it spreading southward, and this
was accomplished.A. steamer was stationed
at Harmon court, which forms nearly the
southern limit on State street, and the’ boys
connected therewith did valiant service. They
fought the lire into its very teeth, and to enable them to do so they reared a barricadeout
of a theatrical Nign-bo*rd,which was held in
front of the ))ipetnen, and thus the flro was
approached so closely that the sign-boardtook

July 14, 1874, takes its place on the chroni-

of the terrible 9th
on that day a fire occurred which, in extent of territory burned
over and value of property destroyed, was

cles of Chicago by the side
of October, 1871, for

second only to the conflagrationwhich burned
up that city three years ago.

The cast

side of Clark street, south of

Twelfth, is lined with tumble-down,woo-be-

gene shanties, which have made the

street

unsightly ever since they were built, years

ago. Ever

a

____ „ ______
,
utraight
line,
running nearly Parallelwith Twelfth street,
The aiid'Of trarmanihal was still to fight the
fire from the front, and to contest, as ably as
lossible, its onward march toward, (no better
milt’ portion of the city. The front line of
the fire was nobly bauled with by the fire

Chicago Again ‘Suffers to the

Amount

ately touth of it. At this point an effort

piucott, and Capt. A. McCloud, a keg of
der was placed in No. 28 Polk street, a

was

A London correspondent of the Cinpow- cinnati Enquirer says : “ Every day I
two- meet the most pitiable-looking objects,

The destructionof the
building was complete. Pofdtr was Qext
placed in a frame buildingon the southwest
corner of Polk street and Third avenue. By
this time, however, the flames were ao close
that before the place could be cleaned out
tlidy had crossed the street aud broken out
north of Polk. Several attempts were afterward made to blow up buildings on State
street, between Polk and Van Buren, notably
at the St. Janies Hotel, but uotbing effectual
was accomplished.It was impossible to obstdry frame building.

A Healthy Individual,

London’s Poverty.

tain powder in sufficient quantitiesto accomplish the work. The fire was throttled about

midnight.
. The boundaries of the fire are as follows •
On Clark street, from No. 527 to No. 503;
thence skipping five buildings, from corner of
Taylor to No. 407 Clark ; thence the line runs
to corner of Polk aud Fourth avenue. At
Fourth avenue, dawn the east side to a building at corner of Harrison, which escaped;
thence across to State, down on oast side of
State half a block ; thence to corner of Van
Buren, from Van Buren to No. 2fi7 aud 269

imploring chanty only by their looks,
for they dare not reach forth a hand.
Begging seems to be a poor investment
here. They don’t grow rich aud retire
as they do in America. I never saw
such squalor and wretchedness in my
lifetime in America as I can see in London streets in one day. I don’t like the
extremes here. Here the papers are
howling because the Government does
not spend more money in buying paintings for the National Art Gallery, while
under the very shadows of that magniflcepi edifice people are writhing in poverty. Another thing that strikes me are
the innumerable charitableinstitutions
I see on every hand, all supported by

The

thing writArtemus Ward On-

following is the last

ten by the late “
til quite

recent I’ve been a healthy individooal. I’m nearly sixty and yit I’ve
got a miwklo into my arm which don’t
make my fists resemble the tred of a
canary bird when they fly about and hit
a man. Only a few weeks ago I wns
exhibitin’ in East Skowhegan, in a bildin' which had formly bin ockepied bv
a pugyiist— one of them fellers which
hits from the shoulder and teaches the
manly arts of self-defens. And he cum
and Raid he was goiu’ in free in consequence of previsly ockepying sed bildin, with a large yeller dog. I sed,
“To ho sure, sir, but not with these
yellerdog.” He sed, ‘Oyes.’ I sed,
“ Oh, no.” He sed, “ Do you want to
be ground to powder?’’ I sed, “Yes, I
do, if there is a powder grimiest handy.”
When he struck mo a disgustin’ blow
iu the left eye, which caused the conoern to at once close for repairs ; but

private charity They have asylums
for cripples, blind, the aged and the
orphans. But there is no charity in
Wabash avenue, between Jackson aud Van English law like that in the Ohio
Buren streets, the point where the fire was statutes. These people are cared for he didn’t hnrt me any more. I went
extinguished. On the south, the lino runs here only whou they cannot care for for him energetically. His parents
northeasterlyfrom No. 627 Clark slreet, keepthemselves, aud often not then ; while lived near by, and I will simply state
ing within 390 foot of Twelfth street, aud
the broad humanity of our law gathers that fifteen minutes after I had gone
within half a block of Fourth aveuuo ; thence
north to No. 274 Fourth avenue the youtg under shelter—not merely to for him his mother, seeing the prosfrom Fourth avenue northeasterly to shelter, but to educate and nurture into trate form of her son approachim the
No. 510. State street
from
State manhood and womanhood and useful house onto a shutter carried by four
street to No.' 44 Eldridge court; across citizenship. The subjects of English men, run out doors, keerfully looked
Eldridge court to No. 477 Wabash avenue
charity go from the asylums to the him over, and sed “My son, you've
flro.
thence from No. 454 to Pock court; passing
been foolin' round a thrashiu’ mashcon.
The wind flicreasing in fury, it broke through down Wabanh avenue it makes a detour at graveyards, while they in our country
the alley dividingState street from Wabash the corner of Peck court, leaving several go from this kindly shelter into active You wont in at the end where they put
avenue. Now, for the first time— about 6 buildings unscathed to No. 420. It then runs and useful life, ami repay au hundred- the grain in, come out with the straw,
o’clock— the fire began to feed upon the aris- to No. U Hubbard court, passing through the
fold the money expended for their com- and then got up in the thingumajig and
tocracy. It began putting on airs, so to alley between Wabteh and Michigan avenues
let the horses tred ou you, didn't you,

since the great fire of 1871, those

tinder-boxeshave been the haunt of the vilest

swarm of Jew pedand junk-dealers. Right in the rear of
the shanties that front the street is a narrow
alley, closely bordered by shells of buildings,
reeking with fllth and refuse, and swarming
with crowds of Polish and Bohemian Jews,
who filled the little tenements to overflowing.
Between this alley and Fourth avenue on the
east, the space was entirelycovered by these
pine rookeries. The most inflammable ma-

class of prostitutes, and a
dlers

terial was scatteredaround in every direction.

;

;

;

Heaps of straw and stable refuse, piles of
kindling-wood, shavings and boards, were
scattered around in the epaoe interveningbptween buildings. Many of the tenements
were rag-shops as well as dwelling-houses, speak. It struck up high to bring down fancy down to Nos. 207 and 209 \Vabash avenue, be- fort by the State.
and piles of rags were heaped to the ceiling
my son ?” You can judge by this what
cupolas and observatories. Thousandsof dol- tween Jackson aud Van Huron, as already
of twenty or more of the frail structures that
a disagreeable person I am when I’m
lars wore consumed every miuute. The danger indicated as the point where the lire was
An
Old
Story.
fed the lire in its earliest stages. In tills disof niter destruction became more imminent •topped.
angry.
trict, the worst in Chicago for a conflagratldn,
The property destroyed is estimated to have
French anecdote, recently unevery moment. More help was wanted, and acon a windy day, whero every foot of ground
cordingly telegrams were sped over the wires to been worth •25,000,900,and the insurance up- earthed, matches some of the stories
Fetid Peripiratlon.
was covered with tinder-boxes,the flro, which1 Milwaukee, Racine, Joliet, and other places. ou it is placed at 22,000,000.
told by jokers of our own day : “Somereached each unexpectedand appalling pro- They read, "A great flro is raging. Chicago
This
common
source of annoyance
Among the buildings destroyed wore the
time since a certain woman had so great to all persons blessed with sensitive
portions, broke out at 4 o’clock in the afteris threatened with destruction. Send us vour St. James. Continental and Wood’s Hotels,
noon.
fire department.'’ In the course of the night the Postoffico, two Jewish synagogues, three a pain in her tooth that she ran olfactories, or with a duo regard for
The flro started in a little one-story frame eame responses in the shape of stalwart men colored churches,ar.d the First Baptist through the street like one mad. One
the smelling organs of other people,
shanty fronting the alley in the rear of No.
with apparatus,and they did valiant service in Church, oue of the finest church edifices iu day, seeing that the pain did not abate,
is always attributableto one of three
527 Clark street. It was occupied by a Jew
fighting the flames to a smaller and smaller the city.
she went to the village surgeon to have causes : 1. Inattention to proper cleanrag peddler,and •'omo of his rooms WaltiMed
That the fire was not very much worse is
limit. Having reached Wabash avenue, with
with rags. The same building cauglit flro tfxit out ; but with all his pains he could liness. 2. Excessive impurity of the
a wind blowing from the southwest, Michigan due, iu a large muasure, to the firemen of
uctly two weeks before, and it was supposed
avenue seemed doomed to destruction. In near-by cities, who were promptly sent to Chi- not unroot it, whereupon the woman blood. 3. Defective action of some
to be tbo work of an incendiary. The lire fact the thought of saving any portion of it cago upon receipt of Fire Commissioner
drew herself from his hands, crying and one of the great depurating organs. In
seems to have been Hist discovered by a irom Eldridge court to a point at least as far Sheridan’s 6 o'clock dispatch,requesting aid.
Woman who occupied a room Just west of the north as Harrison street, was abandoned, and Assistance was furnished hv the cities of In- braying with the pain she felt. Now, some persons a disagreeableodor will '
burning budding on Clark street. Bho no- yet, contrary to all expectations,every bouse dianapolis,Dixon, Elgin, ifilos, South Bend, returning to her house, she met au seem to become chronic in some part
ticed little jets of flames issuing from the
in that section stands intact. Every house Juliet, Racine aud Milwaukee, aud other citias archer with his crossbow on his shoul- of the body, being of so persistent a
room where ihe rags were BUtfid.
ou Wabash avenue parallel to this was de- were prompt iu offering to do anything they der, who, having inquired into her dis- nature that ordinary means seem almost
. No oue was observed arounfr- the building stroyed,but the narrow alley between the two could do toward subduing the lire.
tress, declared he would help her out of useless to remove
Especially
and the Jewish occupant, who must remain
avenues stood a barrier as if it had been an
it
without pain. The poor woman who troublesome are peculiaritiesof this
nameless for the present,an no tibo there- interveningmountain. Every house ou
cared not, so the tooth were out, let nature during the warm months of
abouts seemed to know him. was {^ohably
Michigan avenue was vacated,the street was Destructive Fires in Oshkosh and Iowa
away on his daily rag-piokmgtour. Those lined with trucks hacked up against the resihim do as he list. Whereupon he tied summer, when the excretory glands of
Falls.
who are most couvorsaut with the place at- dences, but about 9 o'clock most people moved
the tooth with a strong bow-string, the surface of the body are unusually
tribute thu origin of tbo tiro either t6 inOshkosh, Wis., July 14.— A fire broke out wherewith he strung his bow to a wellback again. The ordeal was safely passed,
active. In cases of this sort, alternate
ceudiurism or to the spontaneous combustion
and the nandsome lake front was preserved. at a quarter past 4, in a small barn in the rear feathered shaft on the bow, aud let fly.
hot and cold bathing of the affected
of the rag heap. Many believe that the Are
Having reached its eastern limits, the flames of C. McCabe's grocery store, upper town,
thinking that the tooth would follow parts will often bo found verv efficient
had its origin in vandalism, and they are fed their way rapidlynorthward, three blocks
and, under the influence of a strong gale the arrow, but the tooth was firmly
strengthened in their conviction by the gen- abreast.
effecting a cure, especially if the
eral impression that the Are of two weeks
There was little me trying to fight it in the from the southwest,rapidly spread to the rooted, and the woman weighed but a water application is followed by vigorprevious was the work of au incendiary. The
face. Every moment the wind rose more surroundingbuildings and those across the trifle, so that she was carried away with ous friction with the hand.
friend
exact origin of the tiro will not, in all probfiercely, aud in the vicinity of the coutlagra
street. At a quarter to 5 the water supply the shaft, and dropped into a pond b«lf suggests that iu cases of this character,
ability,be detinitely determined for some time
tion a regular gale was blowing. The heat
to come, if ever.
was increasing.Firemen could not stand was fast giving away, and, over 7,000 foot a league from the spot, and was rescued as an unpleasant odor from the groins,
The womin ^ave the alarm, and box 37 was within a hundred feet of it in the direction of hose having been burned up, the depart- thence by two fisljiiermeu !”
armpits, or feet, the use of au acid
turned in at 4 odoek and 29 minutes. Hardly
it was speeding. Hence it had to bo ments of Fond du Lac aud Neeuah were
wash is very efficacious.A little vinea minute elapsed before the tinder-box was
fought in tbo flank. There being little
A
Lucid
Charge.
gar and water makes a very suitable
telegraphed,
and
au
engine
from
each
city
wrapped in flames, and the stiff breeze from hope of saving Michiganavenue— though it
arrived at 5:30, with a supply of hose to
the northwest was scattering fragmentsof
“ If the jury believe from the evi- wash.
was saved— the policy seemed to fco to fight
reach from the river, nearly a mile distant.
burning wood on the acres ot dry pine roofs
Almost daily ablutions are quite
it into the lake by dosing on its sides.
dence
that the plaintiff and defendant
Meanwhile the residence quartersof the
to thecas'.ward. Nearly oast of the shanty was
This policy was adopted, though efforts
essential to perfect cleanlinesssin the
were
partners
in
the
grocery,
and
that
First
and
Fourth
wards
on
oitnor
side
of
Main
the large brick oil relinery of Fitch Brothers,
were not abated to save Michigan avenue.
were all ablaze,and. no reservoirsbe- the plaintiff bought out the defendant, swelteringweeks of midsummer. When
the interior of which, with its large tanks of
At 6 o’clock all danger was passed that street
ing near by, the people were obliged to allow and that the defendant paid note by de- this is unattainable,vigorons friction
oil, was all ablaze before the arrival of thosticit would make its way furthersouthward. Iu
the flames to consume what tiiey would. The
ond engine. 1 he heat emitted by the burning
livering to the plaintiffa cow, which he of the whole bodv with the bare hand
that direction its limit was reached, and the
fire was finallystopped after destroying propits inflammable contents was intense, and
force there deployed was soon dispatched to
warranted not breachy; and the warran- morning and night is the next best
when the walls fell, but a few minutes after more threatening points, though it was not erty to the value of $690,000.
tee was broken by reason of the breachi- thing. One of the best possible prethe first stieam began to play upon it, the safe to leave the whole line exposed. At 8
Dchcwce, Iowa, July 14.— A special dispatch
whole neighborhood for a radius of thirty rods o’clock the fire was chocked on Clark street,
ness of the cow, and he drove the cow ventives for ague is to keep the skin
around seemed to burst funh in one simulta- and then there was no danger that it would announcesa disastrous flro in Iowa Falls, a back aud tendered her to the defendant, constantlyclean and active.
neous blaze. Just north of the rag shop was
thriving city on the Iowa Division of the Illipass westward After that two engines covbut he refused to receive her, and the
a Htory-aud-a-half
barn, filledwith hay, which
White Willow on the Prairies.
ered the cm ire field from Polk street south ou nois Central railroad, 141 miles west of defendant took her homo again, and put
flamed up in an instant, and the flying \vis| s Clark around by Twelfth street to Wabash Dubuque. The iiarticiilaisare briefly as fola heavy yoke on her to prevent her
of burning hay lit roofs nearly a clock away.
Samuel Edwards. Bureau county, III,
avenue, whore tne engagement was growing lows : A fire broke out in a meat market this
With such rapidity did the lire spread after it hotter and hotter every moment. When the afternoon,at 3 o’clock, completely destroying jumping feucei, aud by reason of her writes to the Germantown Telegraphof
was first discovered that two horses in this southern and western ends of the fire had the business portion of the town. Loss, yoke she broke her neck and died ; aud the white willow as a timber tree as folbarn were burned to death before they could been made secure,the northern aud e&steru 2130,000.
if the jury believe that the defendant’s lows: “It has been grown here since
bo rescued.
hues of atlack were reinforced, aud the
interest in the grocery was worth any- 1845, and the more we became acquaintThe eight or ten engines in the first dis- enemy confined into narrower and narrower
The Human Heart.
thing, the plaintiff’snote worthless and ed with it the better we like it. No
trict were speedily on the ground, and the quarters.
most of them took their stations ou Clark
From a recent review of Rev. Dr. the cow good for nothing, either for other tree has made as rapid growth ;
On Harrison street the fiend was forced to
street, whore Marshal Benner attempted to
give up Fourth avenue, and Third avenue. Houghton'sexperimentsregarding the beef or milk, then the jury must find a cutting set in 1845, never having any
chock the northern spread of the flames. EnAt Van Buien street the monster was driven muscular force exerted by the human out for themselves how they will decide cultivation, is over four feet in diamegine No. 21 and one other wore stationedon
out of State, the St. James being the last heart, the followingfacts are taken :
this case ; for the court, if she under- ter. Many are planting it all over the
Fourth avenue, and a vigorous fight with the
buildingto tmeumb.
The heart is composed of innumerable stands herself, and she thinks she does, prairie region of timber ; much is being
advancing fue was commenced at this point.
When the fire reached that point the interIn ton minutes after the first alarm the piue
muscular fibers arranged like two balls don’t know how such a case should bo set for hedge-screens, which are cut
est. iu its progress became intense. It was
sh&utiess tretching eastwardtoward F urth
down every few years, at four feet
moving
along
both sides of State between of twine, each with a cavity in its cen- decided.”
avenue w»re all aflame for nearly a square.
Harrison and Van Buren. Ou the west side ter, and both completely enveloped iu a
from the ground, aftordiug a great
At 4:40 o’clock, eleven minutes after the first
stood a massive row of four or five-story third ball. These fibers are, however,
An Enormous Corn-Field.
amount of material for fuel, aud varialarm, Assistant-Marshal Sweeney turned in
the second alarm, and engines from the marble-fronts,on the east side the St. James. not continuous, as is the case of twine
ous
uses for which such poles are reA letter to the Chicago Times says :
Beyond the St. James, northward, was an open
greaterpart of the South Diviosin and from
wound
ou a ball, but work independquired
on a farm. Formerly emailspace several hundred feet square. There
If the patriotismof any son of Illinois
several of the West Side eugiue houses were
was a good hope, if a stand was made at this ently. By calculatingthe force exerted needs reviving,a sure means would be sized cuttings were set, but for some
soon at the scene of peril. The heat arising
hotel, the flames would be prevented from by these fibers, when either contracted
from that half-acreof blazing pine shanties
an attempt to walk through a little corn- years stakew five and a-half feet in
was terrible, and the breeze stiffened as the crossing the open space. On the west side or extended, and expressing the result field that rests on Burr Oak station, on length, from one to three inches in dithere was no such barrier. It was thought in “ foot- tons ” — that is, the force reheat increased,bearing destruction t« the dry
the Chicago and Paducah railroad. It is ameter, have been preferred, setting
certain that the whole row would go, aud, then
roofs that lay in the path of the destroyer for
quired to lift a ton to the height of one
crossing Van Buren street, make its way to
on the “ big farm” owned by Mr. Sulli- them some 18 inodes deep and a foot
rods ahead. A large part of the augmented
the Palmer House. Opposite the St. James foot— it appears that the daily work of vant. Ti ere a.e only 20,000110168 iu this apart. By hanging brush of Osage
fire force was concentrated on Fourth avenue,
stood & row of four-storymarble-fronts,cov- the left ventricle alone, which lifts at
half-way between Taylor and Twelfth streets,
corn field, and only an occasional hedge orange along the exposed side it is used
whero they worked with terribleenergy to ering about four numbers. Those were divided each stroke throe ounces of blood to interruptthe walk. The space could at once for a fence.
from the building south by & single lot twenty- through a height of 9,9‘23 feet, is equal
stay the advancingenemy. In 20 minutes
not be affordedin this letter to give an
five feet wide. A mere bagatelle said overvafter the first alarm, the roofs of buildings
A Darjno Girl.—
girl’s heroism
to about 89,700 foot-tons.
body, aun nobody anticipatedthat that little
adequate descriptionof this great agri- saved a number of lives near Louison Fourth avenue were all afire, for a width of
Estimating the relative power of the
open
space would check the flames. But it
cultural enterprise. On the farm are
a dozen buildiegs north of 285. At 4:51 o'clock,
ville, Ky., a few days ago. A portion
did. Fortunatelya splendid fire-proofwall right ventricle to that of the left, in the
eleven minutes after the second alarm, the
had
been reared to the south. Madly the proportion of five to thirteen, the total the moderate numbers of 20,000 acres of a picnic party went to a picnic
general alarm was turned iu by Assistant
of growing corn, 5,000 acres of other grounds in a covered furniture wagon,
flames beat against it, and went clear over the
daily work of both is equal to 124 208
Marshal Petrie. The last alarm brought to the
building, setting fire to the St. Junes, but
grains, 15,000 acres of meadow, 1,100 and the driver left his seat to fix somespot the entire fire force of the city. At the
foot- tons. Although ihe average
this wall stood the test grandly, and though
horses and mules, and about 600 men.
time the alarm was struck seven of the West
thing about the wagon, taking the prethere was lire to the south aud flro to the weight of the heart is about 9-30 ounces,
Mr. Sulliyant and his superintendent,
Side engines were at a small tire ou the corcaution to unbiteja the horse on the
east, and not a pint of water thrown upon it,
the work done by it in a given time exner of Ashland avenue aud Twenty-second
Mr. Martin, say that their corn promthe buiidiugstood there a savior of millions, ceeds that accomplished by all other
side a steep bluff along which the road
street, aud they were thus retarded nearly
ises at least 56 bushels to the acre,
it was the citadel of the conflagration. Its
ran, the horse becoming frightened
half an hour. In less than half an hour the
muscles exercisedin a boat race during
surrender would have given the whole city
which will make a yield from this oue started off, and the wagon was rapidly
engines that were posted on Fourth avenue
the
same
period.
Helmliolz,
the
Gerover to the ravaging enemy. Instinctively
farm down on one side of the center of
direotly iu the path of the fire were compelled
nearing the bluff when Nellie Johnson,
everyone in sight of the scene appreciatedthe man physicist,proved that the heart
to beat a retreat. AU succeeded in getting
the State of 1,120,000 bushels of corn.
a girl fourteen years of age, climbed to
importance of the position, and when the could raise its own weight 20,280 feet
away excepting engine company No. 21, the
buildingto the south tumbled together with a in au hour, while the best locomotive
the driver's seat, reached down over
colored company of the force, who delayed a
thundering crash— thereafterharmless— a
Bread.
---The
phosphorus
which
the dashboard and securing the reins,
minute too long, and the flames burstingupon
engine could only raise its own weight
shout from 50,000 throats rose high above the
wheat contains in tne outer kernel, im- aud by the exertion of all her strength
tneip, before they had attached their horses
2,700
feet
iu
the
same
time.
Au
active
roar of the conflagration. It was the moment
to tie engine, :they were compelled to abandon
mediately beneath tin husk, is the feeder brought the team to a standstill. The
of moments during the progress of the lire, climber, with the full exercise of all the
' it, arid the handsome steamer was warped and
of
brains, and the material substance affair is described as a most thrilling
aud fitly was it commemorated.
needed muscles, could only accomplish
twistedinto a mass of half-molted iron and
which
provokes to thought, study, rea- escape from'a terrible catastrophe,and
While
this
building
stood
the
brunt
aud
on9,000 feet in nine hours, or one twensteel ip the fiery furnace that girdled it. The
son and all the forms of nervous energy. the little miss is the recipient of prase
fire had swept diagonally across the block to slaught of what might be called overwhelm- tieth the work done by the heart.
But the full vflluo of wheat as a civilizer from all sides in the vicinity of her
the corner of Taylor street and Fourth ing odds, a four-stoiVbrick, apparently out of
avenue, and was rapidly eating its way all danger, on the corner of Wabash avenue
will never be fully realized until wheatLeft Heh Pipe at Home.— Some time meal takes the place of bolted flour, and home.
through the remainder of the block and Van Bnrau streets, took fire from the St.
frontingou Clark and Taylor streets. The James Hotel. An upper window had been left since a gentlemanwho lives iu this city
Tempering Steel.— It is not generalthe people learn to make bfread without
Marshal stationed a number of engines on open, a curtain was set ou fire by a stray was traveling on a railway train that
yeast
or
risings.
Good
bread
is emphat- ly known that steel can be made so hard
spark,
ahd
in
a
moment
the
whole
inter.or
Clark street,abd every effort was made to
had but one passenger-coachattached.
ically the “staff of life,” but tne com- that it will nierce any, substance but a
stay ihe northern progress of the flames along already lllled with hot air, was a sheet of
that thoroughfare. But the shanties from flames. As the flames shot forth a cry of The gentleman is addicted to the bad mercial article is the way to dyspepsia diamond. Muuy jewelers and lapidawhich poured a swarm of fallen women, laden anguish was wrung from the spectators’ for habit of smoking. He had but one cigar and premature death.
ries experience great difficultv in getdown with wardrobes and furniture,were ripe it seemed inevitablethat now two more at the time,' and longed for a smoke,
ting ’the points of their drills hard
squares must fall a sacrifice. But, fortunatefor destruction,and no sooner had the torbut hesitated, thinking that smoke
Fixed Stars.— The so-calledfixed enough to pierce the amethyst. For
rents of water extinguished Ihe fire m one ly, the flames were confined to that and the

A

it.

m

A

A

buildpig, than the roof of tiuder-boxei still
furtherto the noiil/woUidburst into
fl
ito flame.

But the most of the Marshal’s attention was
directed to the front of the fire, and every
energy was exerted to stay its eastern march
At the comer of Taylor street and Fourth
avenue a large amount of hose was concentrated, and every effort was made to keep the
fire ou the west side of the avenue. Bat the
driving wind was laden with burning brands,
which lit on the roofs beyond and kindled
them in au instant. The Olivet Baptist
church was the first buildingto go on the east
side of the avenue. In little over an hour after the first alarm, the fire had swept over the

•

•-

...

adjoining building, and the northern .limit was
reaeotaii , ’
Having hitherto shnnned Michigan avenue,
it now turned venomously upou it, making its
way along Congress street, aud consumed the
Oceanic building,the structure that once did
duty as the Tremont, one or two others, and
then was finally and effectually squelched just
in time to save those noble structures, the
Mattoson and Gardner Houses, and the Exposition Building.The wooden cupola of the
German Evangelical Church, corner Polk and
Third avenue, was set on fire by the sparks,
and the church almost destroyedbefore the
flames reached the wooden buildingsimmedi-

.

...

i.

.....

.

might be unpleasant to a fascinating stars are known no longer to be motion- their, benefit, as well as for that of
lady-passenger— the only one aboard. less, but to travel over distances so miners and others nsing drills requiring

Finally he could endure the deprivation great and at such rapidity that the mind a very hard point, the following method
no longer, and, taking out the cigar fails in the contemplation of them ; and of treatment is recommended : The
and reaching toward the seat where she yet the observation of centuries has drills should be held, if small, by hot
sat. asked if she objected to smoking. failed to detect real changes in position pincers or tongs while heating. The
“O, no,” said she, reaching for and other than that they are extremely small tool should first be heated to a white
taking the cigar, “ I left my pipe ter —sominute,indeed, thatonly thirty stars heat, and then pressed into a stick of ,
hum."— Jacksonville(Fla.) New South. have, by astronomical calculation, been sealing-wax,left there for a second, and
shown to have meved more than one then removed and and inserted into the
Tire average wheat yield in the Yoki- second of an arc annually, while in wax in another place. The operation
ma valleys, Washington Territory/this others a motion of but a few seconds in should be repeated until the instrument
year, is 41 bushels to the acre.
a century has been detected.
is too cooljto enter the wax.

.

The most gloomy thought after the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
G.

Editor.
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EEEBEIR
In ____
j

that which burned out Tuesday night,
The lumber region of

Saturday, July 18.

the

once gets fairly aflame,
all the efforts of

j

THE OHIOAOO FIRE

THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

|

width, which were quite as inflamablcas

VAN SCHELVEN, - -

-

fire

was. that there were miles in length and

a

West

will

side,

when

i

it

|

laugh to scorn

fire department, be

Proprietor of

it

lever *> wen managed, situate in ti'c
southwesternportion of the city, Ills

In addition to the particulars of the InU-

the exact spot where it is calculatedto

Chicago Are, found on our third page, we exert, la case of fire, the most sinister ingive the following items, from the papers tiucnce. The southwestern wind seems

Established in

i

A Change

two and

a quarter million,

among of

/Etna, Hartford, ................ $ 75,000
Amazon. Cincinnati ............ . 15,000
Detroit Fire and Marine, ......... 1.500
Germania, N. Y., ........ ...... 12,500
Globe, Chicago, ................. 50,000
Hartford, Hartford, .............. 47,000
Home, N. Y ...................... 142,500
Home, Columbus, O., ............7,500
North American, Phil’a., ......... 50,000
Mich. State, Adrian, ............
7,000
Underwriters,N. Y., ............. 20,000
Penn, Philadelphia, .............. 10,000
Phoenix, Hartford, ............ J7,000
i

:

The leading business men, such as Field,

John

V. Farwoll & Co., and

its

other heavy insurers will not present any

patronage and the distribution of

Irish," or the

of goods.

government looses $75,000 by the

manded. We

500 prostitutes

patrons and friends ask me to publish the name of the Doctor w ho said he was offered Fifty Dollars, and that
Druggistwhom he said made him this offer. I now do so.

most notoriouskeepers of the

vile

abodes.
It is stated that over 1100 families of col-

oied people are burned out

of

the

FIVE HTJ2TDRED DOLLARS,

its

among the

If I cannot prove these charges, and

“Germans," or the “A-

affairs

was

and duly commented

Holland,

Department of London, on a tour of inspection of the different Departmentsin

Mich., July 15,

Among

We

many suggestions for the fuThe Relief and Aid society has now ture we notice a “ powder brigade," n
funds on hand to the amount of $000,000, " volunteer fire department” and floating
remnant of the $5,000,000which was re- steam fire-engines.In regard to the latter
.

the

FIFTY DOLLARS,

1874.
Five

mutm unions mim

the principal cities of this country.

and homeless.

the Doctor will not accept this kind offer, I ofier to any one

TWO HUNDRED
AND
Hundred

recollect that this state of

noticed

if

If they will induce Doctor Annis to pay me

are sufferersby the Are, and these include upon by the Chief Engineer of the Fire
all the

REWARD!

My

mericans," as the political exigenciesde-

destruction of the post -office.
It is estimated that over

of Programme Each Week.

buildings.

claims for losses sustained by the removal lucrativeoffices distributed

The

o

7r*f. I charge Doctor T. E. Ann is with saying to me, that Win. Van Pcttkn had made him an ofier of Fifty Dollars for
A general dissatisfactionappears to ex- his prescriptions.
Recoiul. That I refused to pay him Fifty Dollars, or any price, and told him I would not charge an extra price on each of his
ist with the manner in which the Fire Deprescriptions,and pay him a part of the money.
partment was officered.The Chief MarT/Urxt. I charge Doctor T. E. Annis with saying {not once but tnany tiimy) “he could not trust Mr. Van Pltten to prepare
shal, Mr. Benner, Is accused of incompe- his prescriptions, because lie did not understand bis business, that he was not competent and he should be afraid of serious mistency. Upon being asked whether there takes and under no consideration would be send his patients to his store."
b\)urth. I charge that from that time to this (about two years) he lias tried to send my customers to Van Puttkn’s and in
was no possibilityto conquer the fire right
many cases be lias knowingly and willfully misrepreseutedme to my patrons, to induce them to go there.
at the start, he gave it as his opinion that
Fifth. I charge that I have repeatedly detected him in willful fahehoodn, made to cover up his acts.
the principal cause was, that the fire took
. Sixth. I charge that for a period of one or two years he has been trying to injure me and my business, by misrepresentations
hold of the oil refinery and bulled burning and otherwise.
Seventh. I charge that while (Doctor Annis,) was doing the above stated, he was in my store almost dally, pretending friendship.
oil Into the neighboring frame houses,
Kighth. 1 charge that be is still doing all in bis power to misrepresentme and my business and that I have waited nearly two
which were of course immediatelyignited.
years, exhaustedevery honorable means, and given him due written notice that be must change his course, or I would publish him.
The fire departmentin Chicago, has alMnth. Knowing the Doctor so well as I do, I feel confident be will go arouud Myly, and say this is all false, I therefore make
ways been used ns a politicalmachine, and Ibis oiler to pay Doctor T. E. Annis, or any one.

which we And the following companies:

Leitcr & Co.,

In Michigan since 1857

FIVE HUBroR/BD DOLLARS

Thursday :
always necessary for the occurrenceof a
The total losses are estimatedat about great fire in this city. A spark in that
four million dollars, and the insurance quarter of the city may set on fire ils miles
of

losses at

New York from 1845-1857.

|

[

_

“CITY DRUG STORE,”

I

Dollars if

a

the

cut

im

/

ran prove them.

Pwiufetor of^n^^^Yu Store.

stoee it hilt the

m

have no percentage

do not purchase Physicians, and

to

Eighth Street,

other stores cbm,

pay to any one.

Holland

Nearly every nation In the world is
the TYftunc makes the following remark:
hand people in actual dis- Any system we may adopt will be incom- either a borrower or lender, and the starttress will receive such amounts as their plete without a number of floating steam ling declaration is made by a writer in the
cases may suggest. There were not more fire-engines. They have always been London Daily Telegraph that tiie world,
than 50 persons that applied for assistance deemed the strongestpart of the London “regarded in the mass is living beyond its
on the Arst day, and 10 of these were simp- Fire Department. In no other city in this means.” During the ten years ending
ly dead-beats, who attempted to “rush in" country could such apparatushe so effect- with 1872, while England reduced her
on the funds, on a Are plea. The amount ively serviceable as in Chicago. The debt $175,000,000, Holland about $30,000,paid out was only $800, in sums varying river and ils branches divide the city, and, 000, and the United States $400,000,000 in
from $10 to $25. On the same day under as these floating engines could he brought five years there was an increase, in some
the direction of prominent members of the to any part of the river, they would he of cases exceedingly large, in the debts of
Young Men’s Christian Association, were use, not only along the sides of the river, France, Italy, Spain, Russia, Turkey,

r

ceived after the Are of October, 1871, and

of this cash on

A A. M.

A RiurLAR Communicationof Unitt Lodoi,
No. 191, K. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July

at

&2d,

o'clock, sharp.

—

O. Dobsburo,

J.

-

.

W. H. Johlin, W. M.

fiec'p.

NEW

City.

FIRM!

ALBERS & WYNNE,

JEWELERS.

47 ly

-

I. o. of 0- F.
Holland City Lodge, No
of

Odd

192,

IndependentOrder

Fellow s, holds Its regular meetings at

Odd

Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.

but for a considerable distance hack. Austro-Hungary, Egypt, Brazil, Portugal, Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.
Otto Hhryman, N. G.
fee, etc., among burnt-outfamilies, many They have enormous power, being cap- and Peru, to say nothing of other nations
H K. 11 bald, flee. .Src’y.
of whom, within a very few hours after able of sending large streams a great dis- which are comparatively small debtors.
R. A. ScHorriN, TVr.
47-1 j
being driven from their homes, had found tance. They are not dependent for water France has goue the deepest, increasing
To the traveling public, and those leavingfor
temporary shelter in some of the numerous U|>on hose or water- works. 80 long as the her liabilitiesby about $2,500,000,000in
Grand
Rapids on the afternoontrain, we would
vacant houses and rooms which are to l>e river is unexhausted their supply is unlim- the decade. The figures necessary to exstate that Dl'RGAKD'S, 38 Pearl Street, Is the
had in almost any part of the city. It was ited. They would he particularly useful press the tolal volume of the world’s inbest place for a meal, or a lunch, In Grand Rapids.
a very kind act, and was most thankfully in rase of fires among the lumber-yardson debtedness, public and private, would Everythingnecessary for a first-class restaurant,is
distributed,large quantities of bread, cof-

Sec’y.

received.
gal-

see.

represent a sum almost incomprehensible. kept there and there
and

among the warehouses
on the docks, which are inaccessibleto
the river hanks, or

The Grand PaciAc hotel, sent out 30

All this is coming to Holland, on Monthe ordinaryengines.
day,
August 3, 1874: “ Barnum & Co.’s
the firemen and the police, distributed from
Grand
Central Park Menagerie, Zoologiman to man at their post* by the guests of
Between the hours of twelve and one
the Pacific, who organizeda coffee brigade o’clock at noon, on lust Haturday,a fire cal Collection,Den. Stowe's Colossal

Is

no unnecessary delay. Try

115—

lons of hot coffee and 1,000 sandwiches to

iUti’ ^dvrrtisrtnrnts.

Have Constantly on hand a select Assortment of
Fine Watches and Clocks, of the best Manufacture,
Silverand Nilver Plated Ware, Jewelry, Hpectacles,
Notions, etc.

REPAIRING of Watches,Clocks and Jewelry
done In the best manner and warranted.

FARM FOR BALM GIVE US A GALL!

Circus, Howe’s Great Izondon Circus, Grefor the occasion.
broke out at the Phtgger Mill*, caused by
Our Store Is at the Otd Albert' Stand, West of
In order to accommodate people desircian Hippodrome,Sanger’s English MeVan Landegend A
J. ALBERS,
a spark, from the smoke-stack,falling on
ing to seek the country,the Aid Society
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1874. C. B. WYNNE.
nagerie of Trained Animals and, Iroquois 'T'HK well known “Russel Farm," on the Grand
the roof of the old pait of the flour mill
Haven Road, being 41 acres In the 8. W.
directed communicationsto the various
Indian Troupe. See advertisement next Sect. 18, T. 5, N. R. 15 w., Is for sale, Cheap for
building. The proprietors and most of
f.VisA,or lime will he given fora part of the purrailroad companies to the city, asking for
week."
chase money.
the hands having gone to dinner, the tire
---o
a commutation of fare, and in nearly all
Apply to It. D. Post, Holland Mich. 125—180
was first noticed from the stave-factory of
cases favorable replies were received. InThe oldest Furniture
in

Melts.

1

J.

-

asmuch as there are a great

Messrs. E.

many

(teoplc

A

Van Der Veen & Co. The

,

CARD.

HOUSE

Sc

employment and

alarm and the fact that

,1,e

proper-

.mi

a

--

fi-nm

- --

House

LOT FOR SALE.

it was the Plugger
To the members of the Fire Department
—*—:o:^*—
Mil*
generallywe render our ^HE undersignedofl'ersfor sale her House and
u property,udrove
rove every able-bodied
aoie-oooieu ftn(1
Street opposite
------------ - 1 en- 1 two l/Ois, situated ol Tenth Street,
ty, it is probable that the opportunitywill
inan to the spot, and the immediate orgathe College Buildings. Terms
rms easy.
easy. Inquire
Inqi
of
savbe eagerly seized. It is certain !y an excelMRS.
M
KF S.O. ALCOTT.
pail brigade,
nization of
brigade, with the inir
nnr mill
mill from destruction by
hv fire,
fin on
ing our
Holland. Mich.. July
1874.
125—128
lent opportunityfor Are sufferersto better
aid of their ow n hose at once arrested the last Saturday.
their condition. In the city, employment
further spread of the flames. The Fire
Pa it. 1.8, Van Putten & Co.
is scarce; in the country at this time of
Department was promply on time, hut on
Holland, July 18, 1874.

alike destituteof

M. Reidsema & Son.
the City.

Always keep

and well selected stock of Furniture, at prices correspondingwith the times.

Wall Paper,

9.

Window Shades,
Carpets,

PUBLIC WITTING.

general harvesting, farmers are all begging

NOTICE

a full

Oil Cloths,

hereby given that the Board of TrusFeathers,
for help. Peop'e who have lost all and
tees of School DistrictNo. 1,of the Township of
ganization, proved to he a failure— we do
Holland, will let to the lowest bidder, on Thurshave no prospect of work here, should get
liotifcs.
Feather Beds,
day. July 28, 187 1. at 7 o'clock In the evening, at
not mean the Hook & Ladder Co. The
the house of B. <>iiootkn)ii'ih,
in the Township of
away as soon as possible to more inviting
Mattresses,
want of more and new hose had been
Holland, the job of building a School house for
fields. The city at this lime can spare at
said District with the delivery of all the materials.
a well known fact ever since the fire of
Plans and Specificath ns can he found at the
least 50.0.X) workingmen, and it is for
Store of Barker A Van Raaltb.
’71. At last the Common Council at its
Terms of payment will he made known on the
their interestto seek the country.
meeting on the preceding Wednesday had
Wall paper bought of us, mil be trimmed
On iheevtminz irninofthcM. L. 8. Railroad, day and place of letting.
The special train on which the MilwauThe Board reserves the right to reject any and free »f charge.
ordered the puichase of six hundred feet, goios Nor»h, between UoMand aodOiHiid Haven, all bids.
euginc* were carried to Chicago,made
a pyfrof Specinden whb care, which thcowncrcnn
kee cm
46-2 s ly
Dated Holland,Mich., July 9. 1871.
and it appears as though it wanted just act ai thin Office, by calling for (be aame and paymiles in thirty minutes,
flu
i.nler
of
the
Board
of
Truetee*.
•
Tbriy"
iogfor this noUce.
I. M A RSI UK, Director.
Almi
nit 2,000 feet of hose were abandoned such a warning as this to impress upon
-----this occasion, for the first lime since ils or-

Is

Special

FOUND.

COFFIUSTS.

Castoiua Is more than a substitute for Castor
and destroyed when' the fire department them the necessi*yof making this purOil.
It Is the only w/V articlein existence
chase
forthwith
and
not
at
anytime
bemade its rapid retreatfrom the vicinityof
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the post-office. The Hoard on the next fore the expiration of the fiscal year. A
the bowels, cure wind colic and produce natural
day resolved to order 10,000 feet of new Somewhat infoimal Council meeting was sleep. It contains neitherminerals, morphine or
held that same evening and the mouey alcohol, and is pleasantto take. Children need
hose.
Mr. Horace White, editor of the TrQnuiey ueeded to make the purchase immediately, not cry and mothers may rest.
-------was burned out at No. OH) Wabash avenue. was pledged and secured by the memCENTAUR
LINIMENTS.
This is the second time Mr. White has bers of the Council individually, with a
been summarily ejected by fire, his beau- readinessand willingnesswhich, to say
There is no pain w hlch the Centiful residence on Michigan avenue having the least, commands the thanks of the
taur Linimentswill not relieve, no
gone under in October,1871.
swelling they will not subdue, and
community. SHU, a week ha* etnee poked
The merchants say that the fire will not by, and ice an yet nil hout ho*e. With the
no lameness which they wilt not
cure.
This is strong language,
in the least disturb the trade of the city. I blller experienceof Oct. 9, 1871, before us,
hut it Is true. They have proWithin the lust two or three weeks they flre8 around us, valuable property of

NOTICE Is hereby given that the Committee on
Slrcets. Roads A Bridges will let to the lowest bidder, on Wednesday. July 22, 1874, at 2 o'clockIn
the afternoon, the Job of improving 15th Hi reel, between River ntreet and Market Street, consisting
In building a bridge IfixlH feet, and some ditching.
Also on the same day at 8 o’clock Id the afternoon, they w ill let the job of digging a ditch along
the East side of Rlack River Highway, and of
bringing the dirt of said ditch on the centre of the
road.
The firstJob will be let near the house of W.
Vorst, and the latter near the house of W. K. Flirtstrn. The Committee reserves the right to reject
any and all bids For further iutonnation apply to
the undersigned.
Dated Holland, Mich., July 9. 1774.
J. DYKKMA, ) Committee on
duced more cures of rheumatism,
J. VAN LANDEOKND, Uireeis.Roads
neuralgia,lockjaw,palsy, sprains
R. EASTERN, i and Bridges.

reporta marked improvementin many j t|,e combU8j|ble nature all over the
lines of merchandise,and all look forward placCt
a week is a long week, and of
swellings,caked breasts, scalds,
to a heavy fall Irak; while many citizens ; gre;ll responsibility to those, charged with burns, salt-rhcnm ear-ache,ac., upon the human
frame, and of strains,spavin, galls, Ac., upon aniwill suffer severe losses by the fire, yet the the protectionof life and property. To
mals in one year than have all other pretended
destruction will not retard the progress or the proprietorsof the Plugger Mill*, this
remediessince the world began. They are counter
affect in the least the prosperity of Chi- fuilurc was of nn immense benefit. If irritant, all-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw
cago. , Businessis going on in all its var- tliero hll(1 beCn good amj sufficienthose on nw»y their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous
bus channels as if there had been no fire. t|ic grounds, those buildings would have bites rendered harmless and the wounded are

^

Many ot

the buildings which were

de-

troyed

will he Boon replaced by more suk
aluntial and elegant structures. An im-

*

mencc supply of building material

is

now

,

healed without a rear. The receipt Is published
around each bottle. They sell as no article ever
before sold, and they sell because they do Just what

been drenched by the time the fire were

;

extinguished,involving a loss of thou8andfl of (i0,|al8 ,n (ianiagedwheat, flour,

.

and repair*. As

j

PUBLIC LETTINGS.

it

is

now, the

FSICBSHHEimSHH?

WHO WAH1SANY?
000,000,001 qt. Berry,
000,001Berry crates.
000,000,001 K.R. Peach Baskets.
H. D. POST.
For sale by

'

LAKE EXCURSIONS.

they pretend to do. Those who now suffer from
rheumatism,pain or swellingdeserve to suffer If

damage is

BOIES,

“

FANNY SHRIVER."

The Public. are Informed that the pleasantand
beautifullittle steamer FANNY 8HR1\ ER of
certificates of remarkablecures, InHolland, can be chartered any day or evening durcluding frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, ing the summer season tp make excursions on
running tumors. Ac., have been received. Wc will
they will not use CentaurLiniment, white wrapper.

on hand in this city, and can he purchased nominal and will not exceed one hundred
Mote than 1000
at extremely low pikes. Many of the do]|ar8

'

gentlemen whose buildings were destroyed
state that they will

,

commence to

immediately.

rebuild

j The

---

--------

long louked-for order organizing

.

the first and second regiments of State
Tbe safely of U,o liuelmiasacction of the 1 Militia was promulgate, I Monday, by Ad-

...

I

city from the assaultsof the fire has

nj,

f

rend a circularcontaining certificates,the recipe,
Ac., gratis, to any one requestingIt.

1

^1"; "™PP;r

1

One

one hundred dollarsfor i»p»vlned0Mweetied
hone*

l^d

been judant-GeneralRobertson. Thehead-quar
or for screw-worm in theep. Stock
greatly promoted.There has been scooped , ters of the First Regiment are at Jackson, ownen*— there linimenu arc worth your attention,
out a dozen blocks of frame buildings that j with W.. II. WlUdngton, of that place, as No family should be without them. “White wrapwere tbe veriest tinder. On their site will Colonel. The beud-quartera of the
wrapper for .nlm.l.,
be erected small brlek or atone structures,Kcgiment will be at
with here and there a large

building.

Grand

Second i"
^
« MoT* JT
Colonel.

Rapidl, with

Israel C. Smith, of that city, as

j

J,

New York.

Jacob Unite.
Since the dissolution of our co-partnership. I am
cat lying on this business alone, at the OLD STORE,
where lean be found at all times, and where 1 will
keep constantly on hand, I he choicest of .Su/f and
Fresh Meat*, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old Mend*. I o come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
Induce them to purchase their daily ratlom with

me.

.
1874.

JACOB KUITE.

Holland, Feb.

14,

46

2a-

tf

CHANGE OF FRONT,
AT

M. P. VISSER.
:o:

NOW

IS

-

YOUR CHANCE.

At the Store of M. P. VIS8KR, everythingcan
be found. The public of the City and Country, are
requested not to pass by before calling In and examining the prices at which my goods are sold,
and If they are found satisfactory,to make their
purchasesof mo, and return home, well pleased.
Respectfully, Yours,
M. P. VISSEK.

A Full Line of Dry-Goods

!

FLOUR AND FEED.

bottle

l-l"lraontU worn,

Meat Market,

Family Supplies :-8ilt Pork, Cora BeeLBinokod
We would further announce that In addition to the
Hams, Shoulaera and Tongue. Codfish, Mackerel,
almve arrangements,we have also purchased a
Herrings, Oysters, eto.-PIcWee, Peaches, Catsup,
urge barge, which will be fitted Up with suitable
etc.— Pork and Beef, by the Barrel.
seats and awnings,and will accommodate from 800
to 100 persons, and admirablyadapted for HundayI

Hchftolpicnics «r large excursions.
Parties chartering, have the exclusive control for
that
F. R. BROWER.
Holland, June 1M,
Captain.
IS) tf

day.
1874.

.

No Credit. Cash or Ready Pay.
CASH FOR BUTTER AND EGGS.
• Holland, June 1st,

1874.

• l»-ia

Hun. W.

flavine jfntflli^cnrc.

visit

Williams, paid uaa

li.

ahort

on Friday,

Detroit claims a population of about

JACOB FLIEMAN,

96,000.

mmm ' —
Luddington will

liai*re-njM'm d jiD rarrlMe ana wagon manHI
ufactory at his old «inmt on Klvoratraot.
where he
may he found, ready at all tlinca to make any
thing In the line of

-• *

Around

PORT OF E0LLAN2).

HEBOID,

E.

The onderelgned reapectftillyannounce* that he
sustain* hta old reputation, and that nobody need* to he wanting In anything
which belong* to hi* line of trade.

still

Mi,

ui Kiwi

Witt,

Al*o a full line of

FIlTIDIIfcTGS

!

The most competent workmen constantlyemployed,and all work made up in thej
latest style and with dispatch.

ktimg

vill

Mi

Holland, Feb.

fallingoff the trees and

I

are dying.

HEROLD.

Light Az Heavy Wagons,

Sights Trucks, Ek\,

Army, and

July 8

schr Four Brother* -100 cords bark,
schr Kate E. Howard- 120 cords bark.schr Caledonia-36 cords bark,
schr I. L. Shunk— 25 cords bark,
11 schr A. Plugger - 95 cords bark,
18 schr Spray- -40 cords bark,
schr Ifope- 12 m lath, 200 dox eggs. 4 bbls
Flour, 15 bush potatoes, 100 lb* of
barley, TO bush Onions,
acbr Arrow— 75 cords bark.
schr Jones- 180 cords bark,
schr Contest - 90 cords bark,
schr Trl Color— 84 m ft ash lumber,
schr Wollln—00 m ft lumber,
schr Banner— 55 cords bark,
schr I. L. Shank— 36 cords bark,
schr C. Gordon-45 cord* bark,
schr Four Brothers-100 cords bark,
schr A. Plnggcr—40 cords bark,
bbls
heading, Si m I b stnves.
schr Spray 4o m ft lumber.
10

I

Among

PROPRIETOR.
good articleof LAtiKR BF.KK and ALE on
hand at all time*.

W

and no

charged for

IDELIVIER/Y'.

Horse Shoeing a
I

market in Chicago,
Monday morning, of which number six-

47-fccl-ly
1)1

Crockery, and
Hats & Caps
Which they are offering at Prtcea, that defy
UomprtlUon.

the

of General O. O. Howard docs United Stales to Europe is steadilyincreasing. Hard limes and want of work are
friends might have hoped. The Judge the causes of the movement, which lias
Nast is after President Graut.
points out many failuresof duty which the a counterpart in all the panic seasons
known to Aracricnnhistory.
Bad sidewalk on River between lOtb and records of the trial proved conclusively.

jlottitt!)

The proprietorwould announce that he

the case

not leave the latter In so good a light as his

pays the highest

CASH FOR BARLEY AND

HOPS.

1874. 50-3s-ly

8TOHK OF

Walsh’s advertisementthis week,

is de-

cidedly personal—to the amount of $ 500.

29LOOTER & HIGGINS,

The

8th Street, Holland,Michigan.

We

beg leave to call the attention of the Public
to the fact that we have opened, In LAHAKBK .8
OLD FURNITURE bTORE (west of Van Undecentra) a kluuk ami kkei) stukk. we shall
keep constantly on band everythingthat pertains
to a

& Feed

Bowes

case

of those Railroad

Lands

Boyce haa been appealed to the

rs.

Supreme Court.

-4«W- --The Milwaukee ftnfiruithinks that it
would he a good idea to make our Vice
Presidents ci-offlru)Governors of the DisStore.
Columbia, so

something: to do.

Flour, Feed,

southward, making the farmers jubilant.

damage done by them
more than from 5 per

will not amount to

Mr.

&

FEED,

Mekngs, has turned brewer of
Root Beer. good article it is, and nfit
excelled by anything that Is Imported In
this line, ills sales arc fair, and we hope
Mr. II. will make the necessary connecII.

All

good, purchasedof us will he

Delivered Free!
To any part ol the

tions for a more extensive manufactory

<

Ity.

Olveusacall More porehaelngft sew I ere, at our
New Store on River Street nen to t sn Puller '* Drug

Ht"”*.

The examination of Charles Hall and
James Baird for burglary at the house of
The Common Council lias before it, a Mr. P. Kleis, took place liefore Justice
petition for n side-walk, on 10th Slrect, Post on Monday last, and the parties were
tiiat they would have
one mile in length— the side walk, and hound over to the Circuit Court. In decovering the hill opposite Ihc College and fault of $500 bond each, they were taken

---

trict of

FLOUR

ALWA rs ON HAND.

Grasshopperswere reporied as alighting in myraids in Sioux, Osceola, Plymoth, and O’Brien Counlies, Iowa, last
week, the greatest portion of them going
It is slated that Ihc

comidelr Slock of

Also a

-

12th Street*.

FLOUR & FEED

)
ol

.

Judge- Advocate-General Holt’s review

The number of emigrants from

d

Dry goods,
Grocer iks,

in Ills cell

the Court of Inquiry in

HLIKMAN

Large ai.d Will Meet,

a

—New.
of

j.

7

Hare Just opened

in Fortress of cobblestones,the center of the street
15 inch gravel and the sides 6 inch thick.
also im exhibition.

of the finding

Speciality.

past favor*,
solicita call from them, and aa many new onea
as want anythingIn my line.

lumber-

the relics of the late war gathered teen cargoes were sold during the day.
MilitaryMuseum are a pair of

is

inaliit**

Thanking my old cutomers for

The grading and graveling on Washingrubber leggins, taken from the saddle of
ton
Street,Grand Haven, was let to W. F.
Jefferson Davis, by Charles Flugger, of
Bailey,
for $3,215, the gutters to he made
the 4th Michigan Cavalry. The padlock
Monroe,

with

aid dispatch,

in the State

which secured him

link

Warranted.

General Blacksmlthlng done

laden vessels at the

water.— Itemomil.

Work

All

has been at any time this season. In cona fleet of forty-two

lum

Eutin

Sicoti intth

his brother, R. E. Lee, arc en-

There was

mm

tbmbl?

T

BI

My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured from

The water in the Kalamazoo River, at gaged in farming m ar West Point, Va.,
Allegan, is now very much lower than it the latter having a farm of 4,000 acres.
sequence many of the wheels are short of

USE NOTHING

-

Gen. FtTXHUon Lee, of the Confederate

$6,500; insured on stock, $2,500.

DEPARTURES.

Etc.

A Hood Msortmcntof Thimble Hkrln* ilwaj*
uu hind.
WarruntcdSest-hpriDgi of an> *haj>r «.r style.

Sink

CARL ZEEB,

First-class Flour

Top or Open Buggies,

are again adver-

Among

•

28,

com

-—

^

“

Holland, January

—

-

"

cartage

1h?

the trees pleted in about a week.

Insurance Companies

20th, 1874.

All orders promptly Attended to,

many of

pier at

Kalamazoo District Conference tising their reliability.
July a schr Four Brothers H6 1 -light,
*• 10 lehr Kate E. Howard OH t— light,
of the M. E. Church, will hold Its next
schr Calodojla54 t--l trashingmachiuc.
Since the Fourth our streets present a
•chr I. L. Shank M t-light.
session at Allegan, on Tuesday,August 25.
schr A. Plugger 87 t-llglit.
very
deserted appearance. Farmers are
schr Spray 48 t—llght.
News has arrived here of the death of too busy in securing their abundant crops
lope 14
1
schr Ifope
1-10 m lath,
schr Arrow t- light.
Mr. Geo. D. P. Woodriff, in the month of to come to tow n.
schr Joses 120 t—llght.
schr romesttr,
sent
Contest «7 t—
t—llght.
tight,
^
— -*
March last, while traveling in Australia,
schr Trl Color 36 1 -fe pkgs mdse,
Howe’s
Great
London
Circus
has a billfor his health.
16 schr Wolln 4«t-80» bush corn,
H schr Banner 74 Might,
board, 400 feet in length. If this is to he
16 schr I. L. Shank 25 Might,
the losers by the fire at Big consideredas a sample of the magnitude
achr C. Cordon 45 Might,
schr Four Brothers 95 Might,
Rapids, we notice our friend F. O. Van of Ida menagery, it must fur exceed 4 paw’s.
schr A. Plugger 87 t- light,
Per
Loss on stock ami building,
schr Spray 48 1 - light.

Prompt Miration,
E.

I

A new

The

|Eightu Street, City ok Holland.

Ltiitt, fltttt,

AUIHVALS.

Muacatino, Iowa, apples aro

cent to one-fifthof the crop.

(8I

48 Jgcl-ly

CCKH8OHH TO DUTTON ATHI MPKON)

PRACTICAL

to the county jail.
around inspecting defec- the ravine near Maple Street. In our
Engineers
Machinists
opinion
it would not he just to compel the
. and Mill Stuff, tive chimneys and atove pipes, and since
The argument in the Supreme Court in
:o:—
4
owners of lots fronting on these two locallie has made at put up a new brick chimthe case of the Kalamazoo school question
Messrs P. Winter*. K. WiKtEKsandJ Brow eh
Prices. ney, we say, go in, Jo! It is the right ities, to build their sidewalks unless the relating to the taxing of property for High have formed a co partnership umlcr the shove flrn
name, and will duvoto theniseheswith all due at
8LOOTER & HIGGINS. move at the right time, especially during street were first graded. The cost of grad- Schools, or for branches of education high- lenflun
and diligence to anythingsud everythin)
ing
this
street
we
think
would
not
exceed
pertaining to thclinu of Engineer*and Machinist*
the next few days, as long as the hose for
Holland, March 18, 1874. 108-ly
er than taught in the common schools,
The Mho* and Foundry are located at the oil
ten or eleven dollars a lot.
our Fire Department haa not arrived.
was commenced on the 10th inst. The stand, west of Heaid'*.
The Bi.aiksmitiisiiop formerlyrnn by P. A K
The following communicationexplains case will probably he continued till an- Winters, will he continueda* before.
It is worth a great deal to the daily press
The Plow Business heretofore conducted am
other term.
managed
by •••
It. K. Heaid a.wrha* irvvaj
been trarslerred
------- P*''**
na niv vU
of the larger cities to have reliable corres- itself, and leaves us the prospect of steamind will he run In connectionwith me above.
us. and
pondents. The following is from one of boat communication during the remainder
Mill
Kbpairino,
will
receive
onr
special
alter
Republican Conventions are called, as
tlon.
the Detroit papers: “ Zuaels, Van Patten of the fruit season
follows:
Ship Rlaukhmitiiinu,done In all ita branchc
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN
Detroit, July 8, 1874.
wlth^romptnes* and dispatch.
& Co \s flouring mill at Holland, was damState Convention,at Lansing, on WedMill owners and manufacturer*are re<ioe*ted
aged by lire on Saturday, to the extent of
M. D. Howard, Esq., Dear Sir
nesday, August 26, for the nomination of give 11* a call.

Hay, Grain,

The Marshal

is

and

At Lowest Cash

•••

i

I

l

’

:

We

BOOTS, SHOES,

$000, and

its

contents $500 more; fully have purchased the Steamer Huron, and
^

^

--- — .....

The Bergmann Family

Swiss Bell-Ring-

ers will give one or two of tlieir favoriteen-

tertainments in this city, in Bakker

do the Holland, Saugatuck and Sou’

Haven

and

leaves

business. She

is in nice order

here to-morrow, and will call at your place

& Van

,

Holland, Mich., March
State officers.

have no doubt hut that she will be able to

insured.”
---

BUBBEB8, ETC.

I

t

Fifth DistrictCongressionalConvention,
at

Grand

for the

Rapids,

on Wednesday,

Sept. 2,

1874.

108-ly

WANT

I

nomination of a Representativeto

12,

(everybody1
wlshe* to pnrchMe PA I NTH, OII.H, VAHNII
HUUKHEH, GLAHH, k|c., to rail and examine
,

Congress.

and give your people a chance to examine
County Convention,at Grand Haven, on lock. The
Monday and Tuesher. If your people are disposed to give
day evenings, July 20 and 21. Our ex- her the business we will try and do the Thursday, August 20, to elect delegates to Holland City White Lead
the above conventions. In this convention is not surpassed. It 1* warrantedsuperior to any
changes at St. Joseph and Breedsville business satisfactorilyto your people.
Holland City will be entitled to 7 dele- w hltc Lead In this market, and Is sold at morn
speak well of this troupe. We are reless price. My stock la purchasedIn larjre quantiY'ours, etc.,
gates, Holland Township 5, Olive 1, Zee- ties of first hands, savinR all Jobbers’ proflis, and 1
quested to state, that this is not the “ Peak
Gko. Hannahs.
can therefore afford to sell nelow my Hc.Khlxira.
land 5.
Family.” It is necessary for the Public
Remember—! am not to b* nr dtreola by ant. House
n the State of Michigan. Call and see.
and also for the success of the Bergmann
The exact spot where the ill-fated Iron*
It ia clear that the admirationso often
HKBEK WALSH
Family that this should he known.
tule* lies is distinctly marked by her eparl
expressed by the Emperor of Russia for
46 tf
Dnnnfist a Pharmacist.
Raalte’s Hal), on next

A Very

large stock on hand.

etiStrai

• •

HOLLANUICH.
46-8

*ly

J. E. HIGGINS,

which becoming detachedfrom the bottom

One of our Lake Shore rural ists having
and held by the tackle, has turned lower
on his hand a difficulty with one of his
end up and now shows ten feet or more
neighborscalled upon one

of

our attornies

the institutionsof this glorious country is
all

a

pretense, and that his ideas of pro-

gress and governmental policy

must un-

W. VAN PUTTEN,

above water, about three miles out from

dergo a decided change before lie can
Grand Haven, where the lake is 120 feet
iope to stand on a plane with this model
his case, he inquired what would he the
deep. Mr. Englcmann believes site is yet
Republic. For instance, his manner of
amount of the fee, when our young lawyer
sound and he is desirous of purchasing
reatiug thieves could never he tolerated
told him that ten dollars was the usual
from the Insurance Company the hull and
n
any hut an effete monarchy. Here he
price. The rural ist remonstrated against
machinery of the boat, but the price asked
ias
been banishing for life a member of
this fixed sum, and said he couldn’t afford
$33,000, will not be paid by him. A prohe Royal family, and treating like a comto pay so much. Our young lawyer, wishposition has been made by a diver and
non
thief his own nephew, for the crime
ing to retain his client, inquired into the
wrecker from Detroit to raise the boat and
if
stealing
diamonds. In this country
amount of money he had with him.
her alon^ide th, d.k
Dukc
“Not a cent.” “Then whit do you care,
how much I do charge,” said our attorney, hull of Ihc boat and her engines, a" price
CUSt£!,n "f“l't"e, Jc*clB

L DEALER IN

(JEN BRA

the other day, for advice. After stating

MILL FEED, CORN, &c.
All order* promptly attended to.

AORNT FOR

U.S.Ex.

Co.

M. L.

Office at M. L. S.

R.

S.

R. R*

R. Depot,

HOLLAND, MICH.
46-Ss-ly

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.

for

and he

left.

—

HOLLAND, MICH.,
Doe*

general Banking, Exchange, and Colto
lection buslnesn. Collection*
made on all point*
in the UnitedStates
and Europe. Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Banks and Banker*.
Remittance* made on day of payment.All bnsln**n entrustedto me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposit*, subject
to check at sight Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Ticket* to and from all point* in Europe
a

tf

eold at
106

my

KENYON.

N.

sir, I

m

a

m,

saying, “

DEALER IN

-

By

would despise myself

you

noble material as

H. RANTERS,

^

li.tU.ecoo.pany win nothe disposed

Thomas Rutherford, of Sumner County, Ky., has a brace of pistolsin his possession which were given to an uncle of
his by Andrew Jackson, at a duel between
the two. The words “one, two,” had been
given, when “Old Hickory,” stepped up
to his

office.

Jt"

are

the Eternal

I hereby give notiee to

made of.

Sir,

mires true courage and pluck, such as

you

have to day demonstrated, and accept
these from me as an evidence of my high
appreciation of you as a man who dares to

all defend his rights.”

will pay the Highest The First National Bank at Grand Rapids has reduced its circulation$9O,00G—
Cash Price for White Oak just one-half. The principalreason in-

Stares

ducing this Bank

GASH ON DELIVERY!
future delivery,
receive staves on any

I will also contract for

And am prepared to
Dock on the Banks of Black Lake, and
River or at any of the Railroad StatiousAll correspondenceby Mail will receive
prompt attention. R. RANTERS.
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf

to

withdraw a part

of its

in a

few years return

sis, tlma bringing the

to a specie ba-

currency up

to a

par

with gold

and the price of U. S. bonds

down to

within three or four per cent, of

words
bonds for

the value of the currency. In other
the hank sells now $100,000 in

$114,000 in currency and holds the curren-

1,

which must occur if

lar

Klmm's PiUa, Worm Cakea, Ague Care and
Med
ter*. We intend to keep theae Medicine*
on
Olive, Mich., Jane

•

G.C.JONKS*

1874.

1

the country returns

Bitto a specie

basis.

If the

bank should hold

or

SHIPPING Bills and
at

Thu

Office.

appeared a card, signed E.

W. McNahh,

wherein Mr. Shepard was thanked on be-

WX.-PM.

-

Putty, (Hass, Etc.
Patent Medicines,
Choice Wines and Liquors,
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more than of other modern languages,
French or German, hut simply to gratify
also that he, Mr. Shepard, “not only prethe feelings and wishes on the part of a
vented a fellow-beingfrom committing
large portion of our people amongst them
self-destruction, hut saw that he was
some of the older settlers,who cling to
placed where he would have care and
the mother tongue not so much for its
treatment,which will no doubt he the
“ euphony ” in this case, hut because it In 're-building our new shop we have pure
means of restoring him to health, so that
• chased entire new Machinery,
is the language in which they were reared
he can resume his labors upon the Bench,
Oj' the Mott Approved Pattern*;
and received their religious education,
where he has gained such great distinction.
some of whom, since their arrival in this And we are confident we can aatlafy all wha
want
A. II. Giddings is one of the most impar
country have been lead to lielieve that no
tial and popular Judges in the State of
language is as orthordoi aa the Holland
Planing,
Michigan, and has long been an ornament
language. Now we would never advise
to that professionwhich he so highly
Or Re-Sawing Done.
any one, especially not our Board of Eduadorns.”
WB HAVE A 8TB AM
cation, to obey any such notions or ideas,
The above may read well at a distance if it involvedthe real progress or developto

which

the

judge

at times Is subject, and

Planing Mill.

Matching,

much of

now

its

sentimentality by the time

it

ment of the place or any part of ita population, but since

reaches Big Rapids.
a couple
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harmony

in

Judge attempted the education of our population and
commit suicide wUileon the train be- thereby prevent certain cronies from raisthe
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THAT BABY

TU8CALOO.

IN

Bo you’re all the way from Kamaa,
Ami knew my Jennie there,
Well, I’m iniahty glad to nee you—
Ju«t take tint vacant
t
You don’t deem much ot a atrauger,
Though never here before;
Jack, take the gcntlrinao'alieavir,
And hang It "hind the doof.
,

chair.

What ! flve whole daya on the Journey,
Cornin' by boat and car f
Good gracious who’d have thought Jennio
Could ever live so far
Away from the Ymighioghany,
The farm and the mountain bine ;
I wouldn’t believed It of her,
And that's 'twistbo and you.

You aay she’s not very lonely ;
Then she don’t feel the worst.
What ! Jennie baa got a baby ?
You should hate said that first—
And now pleaae repeat It over ;
I can’t believe my ear ;
Just think ! my Jennie a mother!
Pshaw, now ’ what a this -a tear ?
Here, Jack, run off to the kitchen,
Tell mother to come quick,
Let the bakiu’ go to thunder,
Let her not -strike a lick
Till she hears the news from Kansas ;
Twill make her very vain!
Bo you knew the littleone's mother?
Your hand ; well shake again.

comet
of 1556 that he resigned his imperial
throne, believing the comet to be a
warning from God that he should do so.
In 837 all Europe was filled with consternation at the appearance of the
comet of that year. Special masses
were celebrated in the churches, and
the people were filled with consternation and fear. They believedsome terrible visitations of Almighty wrath
was impending over tbe earth. Louis
L, King of France, acting upon the
affected by the appearance of the

counsel of the Pope, founded many convents and churches in order to appease
the offended Deity. Many of these establishments still exist. In Homan
Catholic countriesthe custom of ringing the cathedralbells at noon originated at the time of Halley’s comet,
in 1456. Pope Calixtus III. who then
wore the triple crown, under the belief
that the comet was a demon come to
subvert his throne, ordered all the bells

Chicago has always been a little en1,546 years. Biela’s comet was discov- in brilliancy to that of the previous year,
ered February
Fe
27, 1826. Its orbit was or to the evor-momorablo one of Donati vious of the hanging-gardens described
computed by Gambart, at Versailles, in 1858, yet it was a large one compared in Babylon of old, and is now practicing
and Clausen, at Altona, and it was
found to be identical with the comet of
1805 and 1772, its period being about
six and three-quarteryears. Its return
in 1846 attracted a good deal of atten-

with others. Only one in

six of the
comets which are observed ever become
visible to the naked eye, and during the
present century not more than half a
dozen have appeared which have been
tion on account of its having been dis- larger than Tuttle’s. This comet attractcovered at the Washington Observatory ed a great deal of attention from Euon January 12, of that year, that what ropean astronomers.
had hitherto appeared as a single body
The comet hdox of 1872 will be rewas actually composed of two distinct membered as the occasion of considerable excitement among the people of this
and separate comets.
The same discoverywas made by sev- locality, as upon the 15th day of August
eral European observers on the 15th of in that year, it had been predicted by a
that month. These two parts pursued French philosopher named Plantanour,
their way independently of each other that the world would be burned up and
and without any influence on eatji everything smashed to smithereens byja
other that can be detected by our meas- prodigious comet that was tocieate ruin
urements. Prof. J. S. Hubbard lias and havoc throughout creation. But
shown that the second nucleus was ob- the day came and passed without a sinserved at Cambridge, England, six weeks gle human being split into asteroids
before it was shown to be in existence, or a single shanty the subject of a conflagration.

in Christendom to be rung— a cere- the primary nucleus being than probamony that was believed to be a sure bly faint and nearly invisible, as it was
specificagainst the devices of the evil subsequently disoovered that both

The Decline of England— A Note

on growing

A

trees in the air.

large

luilding, divided into “flats” forhouseteeping, has

been put up on

the north

side of the city. Its roof— which is very
strongly built and excellently

drained—

covered with earth and decked with
some forty or fifty trees, which are
growing luxuriantly. It is a garden on
* house-top. Nobody not living in the
louse can go to it. There will be music
here in the evenings, and— need it be
added ?— beer
is

___

1

Famh doesn’t spoil Collins Graves.
He has rescued his potatoes from the

_

hungry bugs,

fruit.

_

and

is calmly hscing the

_____

Great Britain has only 20,000 miles
of telegraphiclines, and 110,000*miles
of wire.

_

The names of victoriesmay

bn erased from
our battle-rtags ; but HI LVEH-TUTED Shoes
will never become obsolete. They arc a national institution.

of

nuclei are subject to sudden changes in
* Alarm.
A OKNTS Wanted iTarywhareto canT&M for
qur magnificentsteel Engraving,"I Know
In the year 500 an epidemic raged all visibility.
In a significant editorial article in tbe That My Redeemer Liveth.” y/ru
nl lermt to
over the continent of Europe, and many
A comet was discovered by Donati,
Affentt. Sand for Catalogue Of B<
and learn
thousands perished. This visitation at Florence, June 2, 1858. During the London I)aily News recently tbe writer how to obtain “ Outflta ’’ free. EAOLffTONA CO.,
136 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
was ascrib* <1 to the influenceof a comet third week in August its tail began to said
“A
• first warning ’ of great sign ifi
which appeared in the same year. Au be developed, a series of nebulous encance is given to all Englishmen iu the
ex traordiu ary feature of the disease was velopes being formed about the nncleus,
figures of our trade returns for Ma;
that the patient was seized with a fit of blending together on the side opposite
SUPPLIED WITH
But only in this they diCer—
Masters and workmen may be more disneezing, from which hs frequently tbe sun and streaming out its I
taiif. DurWe’re going with the years
died. Always after that time, when ingthe first week iu October the nu- rectly concerned, but there is no perInto theharhor of old age,
Up to the silent piers,
any one sneezed inordinately, his cleus was as bright os Aroturus, near son resident iu these islands or deriving
Where each may discharge bia burden
his income from a national source who
friends exclaimed, “ God bless you !” which it passed, and boro a train of
And furl his wrinkled sail,
will not find it his business to look the
And thank the Heavenly Master
That custom has continued for nearly great brilliancy more than twenty deWho saved him through the gale.
1,300 years in many European coun- grees in length. It approached to a facts in the face and to take note of the
new characteristics.The tide of prostries.
distance from the sun less than that of
But what Is the nae in talkiu’—
perity— of increasingtrade, of augmentI’m just imsiiu’ with Joy;
In the year 1006 a comet is described Venus and receded to an incalculable ed profits— that has flowed so steadily
I believeI could whoop like an Injnn !
as presenting a frightiul aspect, exhib- distance, so that it is not known whether
And yon tell me it’s a boy,
for years, and that of late rolled in upon
And she calledhim for her father ?
iting an enormous curved tail in tbe it has been seen at any previous apus with vast volume and accelerated
Yon see, she don’t forget
form of a scythe. The appearanceof proach to the earth.
Th« old man who used to nurse her
speed, has at length begun to ebb. We
Among the comets most remarkable
And play “ peep ” with his •• pet.”
the comet 1456 spread consternation
have received our first check. There
throughout Europe. The same comet either for great splendor or enormous have been former occasions, no doubt,
Stranger, your story hal called up
returned again in 1531 and iu 1607. In real dimensions in recent times must be
ONE BOTTLE
A night, long, long ago
when financial panic or monetary de1682 a comet appeared which, by its mentioned those of 1780, 1807, 1811, rangements have thrown us suddenly Will make the Blood pure, tbe Skin clear, the Eyes
The night 1 came to this mountain
Through blinding wreaths of enow.
bright, the Complexion eijooth and tramparent,
brilliancyand swiftness, excited uni- 1815/1819, 1825, 1843, 18-17, 1858 and
back ; but without any such startling or the Hair strong, and roinove all Sorei, Pimples,
Wj came in a Conestoga1861.
Among
the
most
remarkable
versal
interest.
Sir
Isaac
Newton
exOnly my wife and ;
obvious cause the trade of the Unitei Blotehee, Puetulee,Tetters, Car.kori, etc., from
She but tbe bride cf a twelvemonth,
amined this comet with the closest at- phenomena presented by individual Kingdom now exhibits a serious decline.
the Head, Face, Neck, Mouth and Skin. IttaytauBlender and coy and shy.
tentioi, and was led, by the general comets we may mention the six tails of
In the first five months of 1873 wo ex- ant to take and the dote is small
motion of bodies in space as well as by the great comet of 1774, and the divis- ported produce to the extent of one
We started in shinin’weather ;
But then it blew up cold,
It Resolveiaway Diseased Deposits;it Purlflea
his own particular observation,to con- ion of Biela's comet into two distinct
hundred and six millions; while iu the
And the snow fell thick and hex >7,
the Blood and Renovatesthe System. Itcures
clude that the orbits of comets must, comets, each having coma, nucleus and
And down the mountain rolled
correspondingperiod of 1874 our exwith certainty aH Chronic Diseases that
In driftsas big as tbe wagon ;
like those of the planets, be ellipses, tail. At the return of Biela’s comet in ports amounted only to ninety-eight
have lingered In the sys torn five or
Ah, sir, that was a storm
having the sun in one focus, but far 1852 both comets were still visible in millions. Nor is the decline for twelve
ten yean, whether It bo
Each tree was decked off In feathers.
more eccentric, and having their the same telescopic field of view. The months only. We have fallen one millPretty,but npt so warm.
Scrofula
or Syphilitic,Hereditaryor
1859 took
aphelions,or greatest distances from perihelion passage
on below the total for the sume months
The snow kind of stopped our motion,
Contagious,
a1!) under circumthe sun, far remote in tbe regions ot place (if
Night hedged us all about.
of 18?2. Bearing in mind the constant
BE IT SEALED IN THR
And then l began to wonder
space. The idea thus thrown out by stances unfavorable for observation. tendency of our trade for ipany years to
How we’d weather It out.
Newton, as also the observations upon The return of 1865 should have been increase— sometimes ‘ by leaps and Lungs or Stomach, Skin or Bonos,
Just then, as my luck would have it,
comets made by Tycho Brahe, were readily observable, but the comet was bounds ’—wo should consider that
Flesh or Nerves,
Jane said she felt quite queer ;
Can you dream how I felt tbeu, sir.
taken np by Dr. Halley, who collated not seen, nor has it since made its ap- standing still for years was in itself CORRUPTING THR SOLIDS AND VITIATING
And not a woman near.
THE FLUIDS.
the observations made touching the ap- pearance, unless one of the bodies now
something significant and * un-English.’
The wind moaned among the branches,
pearance and aspect of comets from the attracting so many eyos heavenward
have not, however, experienced a
IT IB THE ONLY POSITIVE CUBE FOE
I thoughtit would pierce me through ;
primitive ages down to his own time, should have some connectionwith it. moderate misfortune of that kind ; we
Said I, *• Jane, there’s hut one of me—
In
regard
to
the
non-appearance
of
KIDNEY
and
COMPUINTS,
and
found,
with
but
few
exceptions,
My cost may save you twe.’’
are actually going back. With an inUrinary and Womb Disease!, Gravel, Diabetes,
She cried and refused to take it—
that they had passed within less than Biela’s comet, Sir John Herschel asks
creased population we have a dimin- Dropsy,Stupptgeof Water, Incontinence cf Urine,
Man-like I had my way;
the earth’s shortest distance from the “Can it have come in contact with
Urlght'e Dueutu, Albuaiihuria,
and m all lairs
Then on that mountain I knelt down,
ished trade.
w pic there are brtek-dustdeposits, Chronic
And ob, how I did pray !
sun, some of them within less than one- some asteroid as yet undiscovered, or,
“ The details of the decrease do not Rheumatism, Benina, Glandular Swelling, Hackthird of it, and others about one- half. peradveuture, plunged into and got be- supply any consolation. Our exports i'.g Dry Cough, c^n'reriiusAfTecUons, Syphilitic
Prayed for the night to tie over,
Complaints,Bleeding of the Lungs, Dysprpsl*,
Ifc examined with much care the comet wildered among the ring of meteorites,
Prayed for a human form,
cotton manufactures have fallen off Water-Brash, Tic Doloreux, Whu« Swellings.
Prayed for the Father to shelter
of 1632, and discovered a wonderful re- which astronomers more than snspect ?” iu value, since 1873, from 826,000,000to Tumors, Ulcers, bklu and Uip Diseases, Mercurial
Diseases. Female Cumpialnie,Gout, Dropsy. RickMy pride and hope from harm.
semblance between it and the comets of The recent discovery of the fact that the
Salt Rheum, Bronchitis, Censuiaptii-n. Liver
I think He bent down to listen,
524.000.000, our coal from $5,000,000 to ets,
Complaints,Clears in the Throat, Mouth, Tumors,
For, 'wav up there on high,
1456, 1531, and 1607. The time of tbe November and August meteor system
$4,000,000,
our
hardware
from
$2,000, • Node* In the (Hands aud other partsof the system,
Angels came out with littlelamps
appearanceof the comets had been follow iu the track of two comets (the 000 to $1,750,000, our iron and steel Boie Eyoi, StruaioroueDlechargesfrom the Ears,
And hung thrmiu the sky.
and tho worst forms of Bkin Diseases, Krup ions.
nearly at regular intervals, the average November meteors following the teles- manufactures from $15,000,000to $12,- Fever Sores, Scald Head, R'tigworm,Sait Khuum,
Rrysip-las, Acne, Biark Snots, Worms tn the
I cracked the whip over Rosin,
copic
comet
November
1,
1866,
and
period being between seventy-fiveand
300.000, and our woolen and worsted Flesn, Cancers in the Worn o, aud all weakening
Told Jim to get along,
the
August
meteors
following
the
conseventy-sixyears. Their distancefrom
And then, with a rush, we started—
articles from $11,000,000 to $9,000,000. and painful dlschargta.Night Sweat*, Loss of
and all wastes of the life principle aM
I broke into a song
the sun when iu perihelionvaried but spicuous comet of 1862) has led to some These statistics entirely relate to the Sperm
within the curative range of thie wonder of Mu%
Not thst I felt much like singln',
ernCbomtatry,aud afew days’ use will prove to
little from each other. The inclination interesting speculations respecting the
first five months of each year. We have any pereou using It, for either of these forma of
But I bad oft.*n heard
of their orbits to that of the earth bad nature of comets and meteors.
Women Jn Jane’s way were skeery,
larger items, but Olaease, ita potent power to cure them.
80 I sung like a b.rd.
The wonderful “ War Comet” of 1861
also been nearly the same— between
he decrease is general, and extends Sold by Druggists. $100 per Bottle.
seventeen and eighteen degrees— their sprang so suddenly upon the people in
Well, I resebed ibis place ’bout n^night,
nearly every section of the exAnd thankedGod with a smile ;
motions being all retrogn.de. Dr. this latitute, and with such unexampled )ort trade in our own production.
Then ran to the nearest neighbor—
Halley came to the conclusion that l he brilliancy and magnitude, as to astonish
And that wss half n mile.
comets of 1456, 1531,* 1GQ7, and 1682 our scientificmen and frighten the
At tbe door I kicked and pounded.
Aboit Cattle.
And made my troubles known—
were reappearances of one and the same timid. The civil war, then jnst inauguYou can tm your bottom dollar
comet. He predicted that its reappear- rated, must have something to do with
Tho books tell us that the first cattle
I didn’t comeback alone.
it of course. But unheralded and unance would be in the year 1757 or 175t
imported into this country were by
invited it burst forth with all its heav- Columbus in 1493. The first importaThe women folks built a fire.
and its actual reappearance in the b(
And I stood out In the hall,
enly beauty, demanding universal ad- ion by the Plymouth Company was iu
ginning of 1759 establishedthe fact thi
And there I shivered and trembled
miration.
they wore regular and permanent hot
624. A few years later the Dutch
Until there came a snnall;
It wasn’t much of a holler.
On tbe night of July 3, a light haze
ies obeying the general laws of matte
rought them to New Hampshire. The The Cheapest and Best Medicine for
But then it gave me a start,
partly covered it, but as the night ad- uverage weight of these cattle was a
This comet recedes dnriHg its
Family Use in the World!
And ever since that blest moment
vanced it grew more brilliant, and the ittle less than 300 pounds. In 1710 the
I’veluaa bigger heart.
years to a distancefrom tbe sun great
One BO'Gent Bottle
wavy tail lengthened itself and became average weight of beef cattle in the
than that of the planet Neptune. Se>
But, »haw ! l«t us change the subject,
beautifully defined against the dark Loudon market was 370. In 1803 it had WILL CURE MORE COMPLAINTS AND PREVENT
ral
comets
are well-known to have
You are too young a man
THE SYSTEM AGAINST SUDDEN ATTACK'* OF
blue of the sky. The nucleus did not ;oue up to 498 pounds. In 1833 tbe EPIDEMICS AND CONTAOIwUS DISEASES TH*N
bits lying wholly within the sphere
To grasp such delicatequestions,
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS EXPENDED FOR OTHOr yet to understau’;
Neptune's distance. One was fi it appear of that magnitude, according to average weight had increased to 736 ER
MEDICINE* OR MEDICAL ATTENDANCE.
80 HI not bother yon further
the
description
in
the
local
papers,
that
examined
in
1818
by
Encke,
and
ider
pounds.
Since
then
the
average
has
THE MOMENT RlDWArS READY RELICT IS
*80111 Jennie’s babyhood
But, aujhow, this I vrill say,
many declared it to be, being only that steadily advanced until in the Brighton APPLIED EXTEUNALLY-OB TAKEN INTPRfled with the comet that had be
NALLY ACCORDING TO DIHBCTtONS-PAIN,
She was pretty and good.
of a star of the second magnitude.It. market of Boston, to-day, they average FROM WHATEVER CAUeK, CEASES TO EXIST.
seen iu 1805, 1795, and 1786. Its retu
seemed to attain its greatest size and 50 per cent, more than in 1850. The IMPORTANT.—Miner*. Farr.ere, end other* rehas been observed ever since at t
Whit’s Hie use keepin’ a secret ?
brightness as the small hours of the largest beef reported in the books was lietng in iperie y-*ettled district*,vrbor* It 1*
Hhe married ’gainst our will
periods of thirty-threeyears. Knck
rttffleiiltto eecure the servicesof s phyilclan,
A lad by tne name of Jackson,
morning approached, the nucleus visi- raised by Mr. John Bankers, of Massa- RADWAY’S READY RELIEF U Invxluablo.It can
observations upon it enabled him
Whose father kept the mill.
used with poeuivo aeeurance f noipg good lu
bly increasiug in size, and tbe tail chusetts, weighing 3,600 pounds, live he
identify it with the one described
I thought him too young and shiftless,
all cteee where pain or dfecomfhrt le expjnencea
r if eetied with Influenza,Dlputhcrle. 8 reThroat,
Though ho was big and strong,
throwing
its
rays
still
further
toward
its
weight.
Mr.
William
Smith,
of
DeMichalar and Messien in 1786, also wit
Bad Cough*.Hoareeneei.Blllou* Colic. In flu in (naAnd I told my daughter, kindly,
the comet discovered iu 1795 by Miss zenith. The opinion generally ex- troit, owned the steer “ Greeley,” tion of the Bowels. Stomach, Lunge, Liver, KidHe'd never get along.
or with Croup. Qutneey.Fever and Agne; «>r
Herschel, and the one of 1805. Encke pressed w&s that it was not equal to weighing 4,110 pounds grass; net, oeys:
with Neuralgia,Heaieche, Tie Unloreux.ToothI’ll not so -u farget her answer,
predictedits reappearancein 1822, and D#nati’s comet, while many considered 3,700. At the present time it is a com- ache, Earache;or with Lumbago. Pain tn the Bvck,
or Rheumatism; or with Dlarrho* CholeraMorTwa spoken like a queen;
his predictionwas realized by its being it the same one on its return, and ridi- mon occurrence that a shipment of but, or Dysentery; or •ito Burne, B aid*, or
Raid she, •' I will take chances.
discovered on the 2d of June of that culed the idea of its not being seen Illinois cattle average 1,600 pounds. Bruises; or with Strain*. Crampi, or Spasm*. Tho
Whatevercomes between,”
applicationof RADWAY’S RKAfiY BELIEF will
What I said f don t remember,
year by Thomas Brislure, and its return since 1566. All surmises were, howev- The increase in the weight, and conse- cure you of the worst of thcee complaint*iu a few
My anger did the rest.
was noticed again in 1825 and 1828. er, subsequently set at rest by tbe dis quent value, has been brought about by h Twenty drops in half a tumblerof water will In «
And that night Jennie and Jackanu
few moment* our* CHAMPS, SPASMS. SOUR 8 rowLeft for the distant West.
This comet is celebrated for Laving re- covery that it was the Thatcher comet, judicious selection and feeding.
ACH. HKAHTBURN, SICK HEADACHE. MARvealed, as many astronomers think, the discovered on the 4th of April, 1861, at
HHEA, DYSENTERY. Ci.LlC. WIND IN THE BOWNo one can tell what T snffered—
ELS. and all loTKRNAli PAINS.
existenceof a resistingmedium iu the Mr. Rutherford’s observatory, in New
War Against Tobacco.
I walked around all dsv
With a face aa white bs chalk, air,
interplanetary space. Herschel and York, by Prof. A. F. Thatcher, of this
That there is consolationin the weed
And tiled but could not pray.
others dissent from this view of Encke, city. According to a report made at the
Now a man can’t reach his Maker
can hardly be doubted, for it is so as- or Bitten as a stimulant.
Cambridge
Observatory
(July
5,
1861),
and attribute the change in this comet's
With heart so full of scoru
serted by the habitual user. A proper
Against au honest fellow-roan
motion to tbe gradual loss of its tail. the comet appears to have passed its
Sold by Druggist*. Price 50 Sena.
Who for some good was born.
appreciationof thi? fact has heretofoie
Besides the comet of 1759, of which, ascending node between the 27th and
probably influenced the failure to deas we have already stated, there have 28th of June, in longitude 279 degrees,
Yon ask did I ft.rtfiT*''Jenuls?
nounce the habit by tho young clergy.
My precrtiu fltflekid
the
longitude
of
the
earth
then
being
been five authenticated returns, there
But indulgers are doomed. The crusade
Big Uar* swept away my bate, air
ore several others, of which something 277. The inclinationof this orbit to
has begun at Wooster, Ohio. The oclike a return may be traced at long in- that of the earth is 86 degrees, or very
cupant
of a pulpit at thafr place bus put
Bill wasn’t lialf so UU
tervals. Cue of these passed its peri- nearly the greatest possible. On the
Had a scar where Jake Hill bit him
his foot down so forcibly as to start tno
28th
of
June
the
distance
to
the
earth
Perfectly ta*t«l*«a, elegantly coated with »waet
helion at about 8 o’clock on the mornFor blttu’ brother Paul.
firmly imbedded quid, and made the gum, purge, regulate, purify. cleaniegndstrengthing of the 6th of July, 1264, and again from the head of the comet appears to
en. RAIAVAY'8 PILLS, for the cure of all flleormouth full of cavendish ashamed of its ders of the Stomach.Liver. Dowel*, Kluney*, H »dYes, under the beard, by Jingo
at a little past 8 o’clock on the evening have been only about 12,000,060miles,
atiun,
proportions.In a sermon recently de
Forgive the words I sed
of the 21st of April, 1556— a period of and that from the tail considerablyless.
When you and Jennie were courtin’
livcred he paints the offense aud offendabout 29*2 years. Another- appeared in Tbe comet sent off its envelopes once a
And after you wwe wed.
er in the blackest hue
“ Hog,” Warranted to effect a positive euro. Purely
I wish 1 was out iu Kansas—
ily VegeV«
1532, and again in 1661— a period of day, or four or five times these concen.One day in Ttncsloo;
“villain,” “rascal,” and “knave” are table,containing no mercury, minerals, or deletetric
arc|ies
were
conglomerate,
anc
about
129
years.
The
return
of
that
I hfiave I’d eat that baby—
freely used, and' to cap the climax be rljgirObservethe followingeymptomi yesaltlni
Tiiafs J'i-d whit hwofld do,
comet should have been in 1790. - In formed a hood, halo, or brilliant bow
shouted : “ Now I want no more such from Diiorderi of the Digestive Organ*:
Seii' York (frajihlc.
over
tbe
nucleus.
Indeed,
the
halo
ffp
that year three comets made their apConstipation, Inward Pi le*.FuliDt»»of heBlood
dirty practices here. If any man chews in the Hoad. Acidity of *Ke 8toma.h, Nau*ea
. .
peanmee, but neither of them resem- peared larger than a semi- circle, even
Dlegtnl of Pood
tobacco iu the house of the Lord next Heartburn,
the Stomach. Sour Brurtatlou*. SUking or FlutterC0MET8, ANCIENT AND MODERN. | bled the one of 1061. While the peri- nearer the sweep of an entire circle,
Sunday
I
shall
call him by name in li'g at the Pit of the Stomach,Swiromln* tf tie
In the primitiveagea opmet* were re- j ods of most of the comets examined are certainly closed in until the dark axis
Head. H- rrled aud DlfQcvltBrWhliW, Ylj*l|*rtng
at th* Hpurt Choking or Suffocating Senaattona
gahletV with -great drealj aft miraculous i comparatively short, those of others prevented its further penetration or open church.”
one.

Perhapsvon think me foolish
For mak:n' such a row;
But you must excuse an old man—
Mind I'm a grandpa now.
Well, well, how the years slip by ua,
Silent and swift sud sly ;
For all the world like the white clouds
Adrift in a summer sky

I
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appearances.O^e hundred and thirty have been ascertained to extend many
years befote Christ, at the time of the thousand years. . The great comet of
birth of Mithridates,a comet made its 1811 remained visible for upward of two
appearance whose magnitude must have months; and was considered one of the
been far beyond anything subsequently S ost brilliant of modern times. After
seen, as its splendor is said to have a careful investigation,M. Argelander,
surpassed that of the sun. In the a noted French astronomer, fixes its
years 248, 324, and 399 of the Christian fieriod of revolution at 2,888 years.
Tbe periodictime of the return of tbe
ere, remarkablecornels also appeared.
The Emperor Charles V. was so much comet of 1807 was fixed by Bigsel at

progress toward the formation of
whole periphery. On the 10th of Goto
her its train extended over 50,000,00(
miles in length, and exhibited a spreai
width. Both these di
mansions varied two minutes or two anc
one-half minutes, bit with a good glass
it was readily recognized.Referring
to this comet, a Boston paper remarked
that, although it had been far inferior

of 10,000,000 in

Electricityand Disease.— The increasing use of electricity in medical

or Web* before th* sight. F*Tor and Dull Pain tn

practice is worth notice. Toothache can

now be cured by

* Afew*>**l of BADWAY'B PILLS will free the
a current of electricity yat'm Som aU the uboTe-named dleorder*.

ingeniously applied to the seat of the
Pries 25 Cent* per Box. Sold by DmggiiU.
pain. The instrument employed is delBead “FALSE AND TRUE."
icate aud specially contrived for the
purpose. Chilblains also are speedily
thou»*»d*wlUbo lent you. '
cured if treated by electricity.

Wounds, Bruises.Sprains, Burns, Bee Stings. HOUSEHOLD Why win You Suffer 1
tHE
Insect and Snake Bites. Frost Bites, ChilTo all parions suffering
A Valuable Medicinal Herb.
PANACEA
To cause nails to drive easily and By R. V. PIERCE, M. D.. of tbe Woau>'B Dis- blains, Caked Breast. Swollen Glands, Rheufrom Rheanutlim, NeuralgU,
matism, and, iu short, to any and all ailprevent rusting, dip in melted grease.
PMHABt, Buffalo.N. Y.
,
\
ments, whet lie r afflicting man or beast, reCrsapal*the limbs or itonSmart-Weed, Hometlaieticalled W ater-Pepper.
Ip rery much heated do not wash but kuowu by Botanist*as Polygonum Pune- quiring a direct externalapplication, sillierto
FAMILY
ach, Billoni Colic, Pain In the
your f*cb in gold water : use tepid witsr tatum, is a well-known, very common and allay inflammation or sooth pain, or both,
Extract of Smart-Weed cannot be excelled.
back, boweli or al*e, we would
modest
little plant found growing in ditches,
LINIMENT.
ihstead, Jandjjii a litlle wljile the redlow grounds, among rubbinli and about brooks I do not extol this medicineas a cure-all, nor
ness of the skin will disappear.
eey The Hooiebom) Panacea
aud water-courses,flowering in August and is it necessary to mention ill the diseases
wherein it will be found to effect cures, as I
ahi> Family lieimeet la of all
Eeptembor.
In
many
sections
of
this
country
Toe best thing to brighten tin, is
have said enough to indicate its properties,
it is a deservedly highly esteemed family
othere
tke remedy yon want
whiting and kerosene. Wet a bit of
remedy. The Indians also make great use of aud the intelligent will at once see wherein
PANACEA
for
internal
and estarnalnee.
flannel in the kerosene, then dip it into this plant for the cure of various diseases. its one may properly be extended. Recollect
it is sold under a positive guarantee.If. after
It
haa
enred
tbe above comthe powder, and rub with a will, and 13ut neither the Indiansnor the whites learned
AND
one-t*ath of the value of this modest little using two-thirdsof the contents of the botplalnte In tbomandeof oaeee.
your tin will shine like a mirror.
FAMILY There lino mtiteke about It.
weed, as they had no method of extractingits tle, you are not satisded with it, return the
Water-dbinktno between meals virtues without the application of heat, which bottle to me and your money will be promptly
should be according to thirst. It is a destroysmost of ite properties, aod usually refunded. Allow me to say, in conclusion, LINIMENT. Try It. Sold by all Drnggtete.
that my Compound Extract of Smart-Weedis
AWARDED
mistake to load a weak stomach with made a tea from the dried herb, that had been a safe remedy in all cases, which cannot be
kept on hand for a long timo until it hid jbst
water on the theory that it is a tonic.
said of many medicines put up for sale to the $5? $20
PROGRESS, w
most if its iicdical properties. | No edpefted
As a habit it is well to take a tumbler chemist had over tried to make an analysis of people. So harmless is it. that it may be
I . *54 a
or Women
AT VIENNA, 1N73. . *
Vee. Write
or part of one, of pure soft water, after the plant and produce an extractfrom it upon given in small doses of 5 to 10 drops in milk
brk.
The HioniST Obdbb or “Medal” A^abdM
to infants for Colic, and will be far more efecientiflcprinciples, by a cold process,until I,
dressing in the morning.
THE Kxi'OIITIOM..1
having become convinced of the wonderful fective and much safer than any “Soothing
Sirup
”
or
“
Cordial
"
ever
put
up.
and
will
The prevalent custom on the part of medical virtues of this little weed, investiNo Sewing Machine Received a Higher
not injure the child as they do. Mv Extract
most women of wearing the hairtwisted gated its properties and made an extractfrom
Prize.
of Smart- Weed is now sold by most druggists,
BUFFEH1NU
^
into a mass on the ton of the head, and the fresh herb, by a cold process— using no
A
FEW
GOOD
HEABOKSi
both
iu
this
and
many
foreign
countries.
By eend.ng for the " Orenger Liniment. ' Price 50
heat at all. but bringing out its juices, oils
the more modern and still more perniL. M. BILL, Wapello,Iowa.
1,-A New /neetiHon, Thorooohlt Tkitbd and
aud volatile propertiescomplete and unimcious custom of hwding the head with paired. If this remedy bad heretofore been
semi red by Letters Patent.
Exhaustionof the Hrain.
A DVF.RTISRRHIBend W cente toORO. P. ROWM.-Mekeea pcr/erl lock stitch, alike on both
false hair, or substancesresembling it, valuable,when prepared in the most crude
ELL A CO.. 41 Park Bow, New York, for their
Dr. Radciiffe, iu his recenUCroouian Pamphlet ot 100 j*ife«, containing Hill of 3000 newe- eldee, on all kind* of good*.
is a frightful source of headache, and manner, from the long dried herb aud by the
paper* end eitlmatciehowing coat ofjrivertlitug.
Hun* Ltonr, Smooth, Noiieliii end Rafid
application of heat, that destroyed so much of lectures, is reported to have discussed,
indirectly a cause of dyspepsia.
—belt combiMufinn of quelltlee.
its virtues,I reasoned that it must, when at much leugth and very acutely,the
4.--Di'*ABLi-)i'urte /or iVur* withoutRepelre.
Billiard
It is impossible for any child whose properlyprepared, by a cold process and from subject of braiu exhaustion, so common
B.-H'iU do uUcuriefiei <f H'orP end Fancy St {IrkFive flret clan T»bl«*e. Zeller'* moke. *200 caeh
mother has diminished her breathing the freshly dried herb, prove a wonderfully at the present day. After describing each.
J. A. W1LBON. Pi Market St., Chicago.
ing In a enperlor manner.
eflicacious and potent remedy for, human sufcapacity by lacing, to have a sound and ft ring. And 1 can assure the people, upon the leading symptottiB, such as loss of
6.— la Host JiaiitgManaged by the operator.
“Ladibi' Fat bed" contain* ? arttcle*
vigorous organization.If girls persist my honor as a professionalman, that in its memory, depression of spirits,increased
needed by every lady— Patent Needle- Length of etttch may be altered while runutnndg.a
OUR
Threader.Bcteeori.Tiitmble.dc.-guaranin ruining their vital organs as they use, since thus preparing it, my most sanguine or lessened sleepiness,unusual irritamachine can be threadedwithout palling thread
teed worth *1N). Sample Ihm.by roaU,
through holge.
grow up to womanhood, and if women expectationshave been more than realized. bility, epileptiform condition of the
Mcent*.
Agent* wanted
wanted. PlnhiACQ.,
I'LrMB
m.
-^ Agent*
T.-t)e*lff»>fWm*f*i Ingtwiout, Hegtint, forming
ula. Pa.
10B S »tb Street, Philadelphia,
will continue this destructive habit, I have found it to contain medicinal proper- nerves, and sometimes transitorycoma,
ties which steeping in water could not bring
the atitch without the lien of Cug-Wheel Oeare,
the race must inevitably deteriorate.
MADISON, Rotary Came or Lever Arme. He* the Automatic
out at all. as they are resinous principles. he argues against urging the patient to
With
my
Extract,
containing
all these medical eat heartily, believing tliat such a pracDrop feed, which ineure* tini/orm length of ititekat
The practice of ringing and tolling
WIN.
Norlinosloni
properties unimpaired, 1 have been enabled to tice tends to develop the disease ; he
anytpttd. He* our new TAread-Omfroller, which
bells by swinging the clapper or tongue
produce most astonishing remedialeffects.
Tuition H>w. Board cheap. Facllltteeexcellent allow* eaayamvementof needle-bar aud prevemU
violently against the side of the bell, By much study, a large cxperieucoin prescrib- equally opposes the trainiug-dietsys- Next terrh beglne Sept. Lint For circular*addree*
injury tv thread.
WOBTHi*>T<yi A WitMdT. Box K7. haduon. Wt».
while the latter is stationary, is a very ing this au,d other medicines,and very close tem, ns generally starving the nerve
N.-Ooi»*TStreTioB
most careful and rtft tettED. It
frequent cause of fracture. The bell observation,I have been enabled to compound tissues by excluding hydrocarbons from
ie manufacturedby the mo*f ikillfutendexperienced
and combine with the simple Extract of Smart- food. Nor should the patient be urged
mechanice, *t thecelebreted Heutliiffton Armoitself should always be in motion when
Weed extracts of other medicinal herbs aud
ry, 1I!«m,N.Y. New York Ollier, No.O.tlnillstruck by the object that is intended to roots, that greatly improve its power and to work more than is natural under the
aon Heinnrc (Kurtt'a Utilldlitg ). HllANCll
circumstances,
nor
to
rest
from
headset it vibrating.
usefulness,both as an internal and external
OFFICES i MSB Hint c Ml., llilcago, lll.| 970
work,
in
tnany
cases
cerebral
exhaustion
$2.50
PER
200
ROOMS
!
remedy— besides they so flavor and modify it
Superior St., Cleveland, O. i INI Fourth
Never use soap to wash hair-brushes. as to remove its pungent, smarly taste, aud being intensified by the brain lying falPfusMencor TClevatop.
Nt., Cincinnati, O.t 400 Slain St., Buffalo,
J.
APPLETON
WILSON,
Prop'r.
Take a piece of soda, dissolve it in warm render it a pleasantremedy for both adults and low; if there is undue sleeplessness,
N. Y.| 33‘4 Waehlngtou HI., Bouton, Mase.i
water, stand the brush in it making children.The greatest difficulty that I ex- the head should lie low on the pillow,
NlO Cheat nut Nt., Fhllartelplila,Pa.» 10
sure that the water only covers the periencein the way of introducing this most and. if undue sleepiness, it should be
Sixth St., Flttelmrgk,Pa.
bristles. It will almost instantly be- valuable remedy to the public is the fact that kept high.
Smart-Weed is such a common aud nupreThe Alliance concome white and clean. Place it in teuding looking little herb that people are apt
FOUR-TON HAY SCALES. flOO.OO.
tain* hi* editorial*
_ anilBcruion*
weekthe air to dry, with the bristles down- to think that it cannot possess any great or
Anything but That.— Dip the Mis3^x*olsli.t IPdaldl
ly. flayear. 8c. itamp for sample. /Uhance, Chicago.
ward and it will be as firm as a new valuable medicinal properties. Had I pre- sissippi dry with a teaspoon, twist your To any R R Station ca*t of Nebmk*. Alwaynold
on trial.lUvu
t('«end for ourjt^ Pricepared my Extract of Smart-Weed, put it up
brush.
heel into the too of your boot, make 1,1 *t. then (i|rfir*~*lIE J0NKB ICALB WORKS,
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No French or English woman of cultivation nowadays wears her" garters
below her knees. The principal vein of
the leg sinks there beneath the muscles ; and varicose veins, cold feet and
even palpitation of the heart may be
brought on by a tight garter in the
wrong place. When it is fastened above
the knee all this pain and deformity
may be avoided.
It is tin opinion of many medical
men that the bright light of the sun as
reflected from the sidewalk is an auxiliary cause of sunstroke. The eye is accustomed to receive rays of bright light
only from above, and when they come
from below, asfrom water, snow, or any
intenselyilluminated surface, they fall
upon a part of the retiua unaccustomed
to receive them. The result is an unusual action of the nerves of the eye,
and the consequent congestion of that
region of the brain. ,

A French medical journal reports the
cure of the most refractory corns by the
morning and evening applications, with
a brush, of a drop »f a solution of the
perchloride of iron. It states that after
a fortnight’s continued application,
without pain, a patient who had suffered
martyrdom for nearly forty years from
the most painful corn on the inner side
of each little too, was entirely relieved ;
pressure was no longer painful, and the
cure seemed to be radical. Other and
similar cases are reported as equally
successfulunder the treatment.

From

and labeled it with some great name, and told
the people that the herbs of which it was com- postmastersperform their promises,
posed were collectedin Africa by the Arabs, send up fish hooks with balloons and
carried across the Sahara Desert on the backs bob stars, when a rain storm is coming
of camels, aud brought across the Atlantic like the cataract of Niagara, remember
ocean for my special use, aud tkat its ingrediwhere you left your umbrella ; choke a
ents wore thereforevery expensive, I have no
doubt that some would have boon thereby in- mosquito with ' a brickbat ; in short,
spired with greater confidence in it. But I prove all things heretofore considered
prefer to deal honestly with the people aud impossible,but never attempt to coax a
tell them that the chief ingredient of my
woman to say she will, when she has
Compound Extract is the modest little plant
seen growing by the roadside,in all parts of made up her mind .to say she won’t.
North America, aud known as Smart-Weed.
I believe that God has caused to grow, in each
Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodicor Fever
climate and region, those medicinal plants and Ague Tonic.— This invaluableand standbest calculated for the cure of the diseases ard family medicine is now a household word
that prevail iu the section of country where
and maintains its reputation unimpaired. It
those plauts are found— that “ the leaves were is indorsed bv the medical profession,and
for the healing of the nations,”and that the
prescribed daily in the charity Hospital and
fewer far-fetched remedies wo employ the other Hospitals in New Orleans. Wilhoft’s
better, if we would thoroughly investigate Tonic is thus highly recommended by tbe
and understand those we have at home. So leading medical men of the country, and is
far as Smart-Weed has been employed by the
worthy of such indorsement. Wheelock.
medical professionit has won golden opinions, Finlay A Co.. Proprietors,New Orleans. For
notwithstanding the fact that heretoforethey sale by all druggists.
have had only a very imperfect preparationof
it to use, owing to heat being always emDon’t put up with poor washing. A
ployed iu extracting its properties. A celelinen
collar will only last one day in this hot
brated medical author Have: “A friend of
ours had an only child dangerously ill vrith weather, aud will not keep its shape even that
Bummer Complaint. He had employed a long. The Elmwood collar never loses its
great variety of the utiual means for relief, shape and always looks well.

six to ten drops of the concen-

trated solutionof chloride of soda in a
wineglassfulof pure spring water, taken
immediately arter the ablutionsof the
morning are completed, will sweeten
the breath by disinfectingthe stomach,
which, far from being injured, will be
benetitedby the medicine. If necessary, this may be repeated in the middle

of the day. In some

but all appeared unavailing. The child was
Anally given Smart-Weed,and it Wj* entirely
succesaful.It arreeted the vomiting anil
purging iu a short time, and without the aid
of other medicineentirelyrestored the little
patient.” Ae a remedy for Dysentery (or
Bloody Flux) I have never seen my Extract of
Bmart-Weed equaled, yet I have used all the
moat modern and approved medicines usually
employediu that disease. The Bmart-Weed
is rendered still more eflicacious
iu all Bowel
Complaints, Cramps and Pains iu the Stomach,
by reason of the Jaimaca Ginger, which, with
other valuable ingredients,is compounded
with the Bmart-Weediu making my Extract—
hence the name Compound Extract of BmartWeed. The Ginger and other ingredientsnot
only add greatly to the value of the SmartWeed as a remedy for internal administration
aud render it more pleasantto take by imparting an agreeable flavor to it, but also enhance
its value as an external application. In all
cases of Diarrhea,whether acute or chronic,
in young or old, as well as in Cholera and
Cholera Infantum,the symptoms of which
are severe vomiting and purging, feeble
pulse, with cold or clammy skin, my Extract
of Bmart-Weed will give almost immediate
relief and speedily effect a cure. All authors

cases the odor
combined with that
of the stomach. If the mouth is well
rinsed with a teaspoonful of the solu- writing upon Smart-Weed speak particularly
tion of the chloride in a tumbler of about a dose of it producinga warmth and
water, the bad odor of the teeth will be peculiar tingling sensation throughout the
system. This is especially the case when my
removed.
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NOW FOR SILVERY CHEAP.
TEN YEARS CREDIT, INTEREST ONLY

« PER CENT.
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Captivation.— Feature! of

Oreclen mold, a well-turnedneck, and beautifully

rounded arms, are no doubt very nice thing* to
have, and ladle* who poitea* the*e charm* have
reason to be thankful lo Mother Nature: yet, after
all, the moit captivating of all womanly charm*
1* a pure, fresh aud brilliant complexion. This

•uperlatlvefascination any lady may *ecure by
using Haoaw’* Maonoma Balm.

Ye Old Mexican Mustang Liniment ha*
produced more cures of rheumatism, neuralgia,

$

BYEN’S

tings, bruise*, dc.. Ac., on men, women and

children, and sprains, itraius, galls, stiff Joints,
Inflammation, Ac., In beasts, than all other lini-

•The

Grnmt lievolutlouin

is

promised

Medical Treat-

ment, which was commenced In 1M0, Is still In

elpall,

HALF A DOLLAR
Will pay for the

For tht Noirt Half Tear.
TniWUKLV flow la a Urge S-|>age,M-oolumn,In-

Pcckot Photescm
Has great MAOBirriHo power, used for detecting
Counterfeit Money, Bhoudy in Cloth, foreign substances In th.< Bye, tn Wouodl, etc., and to examine Insecil. flcrwereand JMante.tndetect flaw*
tn Metals, Meaest of waDd-wWIn to decipher
writing otherwiseillegible, and for the Inspection
of grain, minerals, etc. Useful for everybody.
Double Convex Lenl,l l-‘l inches In diameter.
Mounted In leather, and earned In tbe vest pocket.
Price 0U cents, two fbr fl.free by mall. Agenta
Wanted. Illustrated Circulars and terms free.
Address M.L BYRN, P. O. Box 4.600, New York.
Office No. 49 Nasaau-st.State where you saw this.

dependentNewepeper,which no Intelligentfamily
should be without. Try It.
Address
THE SUN, fflw York Oily.

HALES
VEQEMU

SICILIA*

HAIR
RENEWER.

OVEH.
This itanderd arMcle Is compoundedwith the

500,000

^Vts^eflec^^ar*
as wonderfuland satisfactoryas

'n^eitoresgray or faded hair to

EINC COLLAR PADS
Have Been Un«d Since Jan. 1st, 1871.
A sufflurut guaranteeof tholr usefulneei.They
are warranted to nrevent chafing and to cure Any

its youthful

color.

removes ell eruptions, Itching,end dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and
By Its tonic propertiesIt restores the capillary
It

glands tc their norrarl vigor, preventing baldneil,
and miking itar b*l- grow thick and strong.
a dressing nothing has bseu found so effectual,
MULKH, If Printed Directions are followed. Have orAsdesirable.
als • a ZINC
FAD that prevents Dr; A. A. Hayes, State Allayer of Massachueette.
chaflngonthe back, and a LEA D-LI N »< D COLsay* of tt “ 1 considerit the beet preparation toe
LA li HWIfiAT
to protect the shoulders
from galls. All of which are for sale by harness- ts intended purposei.”
makers throughoutthe United States and Canada.

ordinary UALLKD NKCfeL on

HOKNKH or

UIU-HADDLK
PAD

Manufactured by

ZINC COLL AH FAD

UUtHANAN, MICH.

CO.,

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE,
Wisconsin Central Railroad.

ixtot

chapped hand*, polaonou*

ments put together, r, will do what
or ye money refunded.

nea* edueotjonend en elageut handwritingare
cordiallyuitI ten to examine tbe stipe rtor fectltttea
afforaed by thte College.For elrculere dnntaiatnf
full InfiirmatiOD call umn or • ’dre** the nriu.
WORTHINGTON * WILMOT.

WEEKLY SUN

sprains, scald*, burns, salt rheum, eore nipples,

bites,

Madison, WIs.
Young and middle-aged gentl'tnenand ladle*
deelrtngto obtain a thorough end prartteel bust-

Hommtkad Law. A NEW NUMBBR Ju*t publlehed.
Mailed free to all part* of tbe wnrli. ,AiI*t*i*
O. V. DAVIS,
Land Commleeloner U 1*. K U .
Omaha, Neb.

the best in the world.

iwclllng, lameness,

I

WUMNlUihy

Barer, oontalnln* the

Go to RivKHHinx Water Cure. Hamilton, 111.

The Secret of

Ellsworth'sBlock,

SEND FOE "THE MONEEE,"
A handsome Illuitreted

The Northwestern Horse-NailCo.’s
“Finished " Nail

COLLEGE

Northwestern

ion

FOR THE WHISKERS.

TOSETTLERS AND LUMBERMEN.
Thte Company offers for sale a large amonnt of
very desirable Farming Land, situated along the
line of tts road north of Stevens Point, Wisconsin,
at low prices to actunl settlers. The laud ie
covered with a demo forbst of various kinds of
herd wood Interspersed with the finestpine.
Extraordinary facilities granted to parties locating iiiills on the line.
For further Informationapply to

This elegantpreparationmay be relied on to
change tbo color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirableshade, to brown, or black, at
discretion.It is sasily applied, being tn one
preparation, and quickly and effectuallyproduce*
» permantutcolor which will neither tub nor
wash off.

MAXUf ACTU1ID II
progrets.Nothing can stop It, for It Is founded on
F. W. WRH8TEB, Land Agent,
the principle,now universally acknowledged,that
Or
E. M. PHILLIPS, Oen. Manager.
physical vigor ) the most formidableantagonist Office of WisconsinCentral Railroad,
B. F.
CO., Nashua, If. E.
Extract is given and indicates a perfect arousMilwaukee,Juue 6, 1874.
of all human ailments, and experienceha* shown
ing of the whole system, as if from inaction
Fruit and Health.— Dr. Hunt said and sleep, aud resembles a shock of electricity, that Plantation Bitters Is a peerless Inrigorant, as well as the best posit bis safeguard against
Sdd bu aR Druggiste and Dealtre in Rtdicina,
at a recent meeting of the Warsaw Hor- only that it is more lasting in effect. The
whole
system
aud
its various functions are epidemicdiseases.
ot Medical Wonders. Should be read by
ticultural Society that “ an absence of
aroused to perform their nominal functions
all. Sent free for 2 stamps. Address
Reanimating the Hair.— When the hair
fruit implied doctor’s bills.” We have
DR. BONAPARTE. Cincinnati, O.
by its electrical effect upon the nervous sysurged for many years the importance of tem. Hence, too, its great and masterly co*n- ceases to draw from tbe scalp the naturallubrifggsslssjjl
a regular supply of ripe fruit to pre- trol over Rheumaticand Neuralgic Affections, cant which Is its sustenance, Its vitalityIs, as it
DR.
for
which
it
is
particularly
advised
by
medical
vent disease, and insisted that the best
were, suspended,and, If not promptly attended to,
Longestengaged, and most successful physician of
the ago. Consultationor pamphlet froe. Call or
medicine-cbestwhich an emigrating authors aud in which it has performed re- lialduesswill be tbo certain result. The one sure
Gfi
write. Just publishedfor young men who suffer
markable cures. It should be used iu these
from Nervousness, Debility,4c., pamphlet 36
family could carry to a newly-settled cases both externally aud internally. Being a method of avoiding such an unpleasantcalaitrophe
s to use Lron'* Kathaibon,which, when well
pages, 8 stomps ; a book 280 pages, llvstrated. 60c.
country would a box of early-bearing great Diaphoretic,or Sweating Medicine, aids tubbed it to i he scaip. will speedily reaulmatetbe> 3- =
Sgg
AniiitcrpatliiyIllni*
fruit trees, currant, gooseberry and greatly iu relievingpain, but. independently bair aud preventit from fallingout.
t rated Work orSBO paraspberry bushes and strawberry plants. of that, it possesses great anodyne or sooth4 ~
ges, contuliilngvaluI'J
able Inrorniutioiifor
knew a family who moved West, ing properties, that render it far ahead of aud THIRTY YEARS' F.XFEU1KKCK OF AN
those who arc married
•'Pain Killer” (so-called), “Instant Relief.”
I or ooiitempluie uiurrlage.
OLD
NURSE.
Prlce IBtnf by m*n.A d dross
_ l»r. Bidte* Dlspt-uand took with them a very large supply “Golden Relief,” or any other pain remedy
MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP IS THE
•ary. 13 North UlqhtliHtroet, St. Louie. Mo’
of dried fruit, which lasted throughout that has ever been offered to the public")* PRF.SCIPTION OF one of tho best Female Physi9
Besides,
it
is
perfectly
harmless,
which
is
no.
the first summer. None of them were
46 -pBYCHOMANCY,OB SOUL CHARMING."—
cians and Nurses In the United States, and has
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
sick, although disease prevailed all the case with many of the preparations patt been used for thirty years with never falling
love end affectionsof any person they choose, In
about them that year ; but the next ented aud put up for sale by Quacks, “Indian safety and success by mlllloni of mothers and
stantly. This elmple mental acquirement all can
Doctors,” and those knowing nothing of the
poseesa,free- by mall, for 38c., togetherwith *
year, with more comforts and less pri- delicate and intricate structureof the human children,from tho feeble infant of one week old to
Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle. Dreams, Hlnta
tho adult. K corrects acidityof the stomach,reto Ladies. A queer nook. 100,000 sold. Addreis
vations, but with no fruit, they suffered system, nor the action of medicines upon it.
Uevea wind colic, rcgupnee the bowels, a-d gives
T. WILLIAM A 00.. Pubs.. Philadelphia.
MU'*-'® 2
much from sickness. Other Western res- My Extract of Bmart-Weed is not a secret rest, health au i comfort to mother and ch. d. We
Patent
Medicine,
no
patent
having
been
asked
idents have told us that so long as they
believe It to bo the Best and Surest Remedy In the
for or obtained upon it, and its ingredients
could have ripe fruit they have been free
World In all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARare no secret— all that I claim ia that, As an
from all disease resnltingfrom malaria, educated and skilled analytical and practical RHEA IN CHILDREN, whether It arises from
Teething o- from any other cause. Full directions
No. 617 St. Charles Street, St. Lftif, Ke.,
—Exchange.
chemist, t have devised a superiorprocess for
for using will accompany each bottle. None GenumotlsMS to treat all cam of obstacle* to marrlan,blood
bringing out and obtainingthe most valuable
iiui.BrUlM,svery aitaeot or «loko«M which rciulb boa
ine unlet* he fac-ilmlleof CURTIS A PERKINS is
propertiesof the plants from which my ComlodUcretlon
or luj|>rud»««. with unparalleled luceeu.
The First Pair.— Spectaclesfirst pound Extract is made. This I have done on the outelde wrapper.
Ur. W.'s tiUMlibiDrot
I* charteredb; tbe State of MU•ourl, was founded aod bu been e.ublUbed 10 eecare
became generally known about the be- only after great expense in erecting machinery BOLD BY ALL MRDICINB DEALERS.
ufe, certain aod reliable relief. Bdo* a gradual*of
several Bcdkal coUose.. and bavins tb* niwrieneo of n
ginning of the fourteenth century ; an for grinding, pressing and percolating.I
CHILDREN OFTEN LOOK FALK AND
long and laoeeiiml life lo hie epectahlea hi hu perfected
inscription on the tomb of a nobleman, wish particularly to call public attention to
remedies that are effectualin nU tbeie cues. HU pntieoU
NICK,
mv Extract of Bmart-Weed as a remedy for
nrs being treated by mall or rxprete everywhere. Mo
Salvinus Aridatus, of Florence, who
matter who fatted, call or write. Prom the great nnaall Colds, Febrile aud InflammatoryAttacks. from no other cause than having woroe In the
died 1317, states that Be was the in- Nor e*n I too highly extol it M * remedy for
stomach.
ventor. ‘ The person, however, who first Inflammationof the Kidneyu and Bladder,
BROWN’S YERMIFUaXCOMFITS
made the invention public, was Alex- Gravel, and to break op tbe cold stage of will destroy Worme without Injury to the child,
30 paces, apopoUr book which ehonldbe rearf by every.
being perfectly WHITE, and free from all colorander Spina, a native of Pisa. He Fever and Ague or Chills and Fever.
Urfy. Mo marriedpair, or perneotcontemplating marAe an externalapplication, it ie a perfect ing or ether injurious ingredients usually used in
rtor. maiwd lo do vitkeet It. It contain* tbs cAam of
happened to see a pair of. spectaclesin Panacea, if there ever was one. No family
medical literatureon UHs inbject. the reinltiof Dr. W.'s
nog experience; nlao the be.! tbooshtafton lata works
the hands of a person Who would or can afford to be one day without it in the worm preparations.
Punctual us a Tlmeplece.-Unleia
thqbowCURTIS A BROWN, Psoprletors.
eh do thetr duty with the regularity of clockwork, iu Kuropoand America. Beai sonM. poii-paid ter fOeti.
conld .not explain the principle of them house. Besides it is equally good for the
No. 9I» Fulton Street,New York.
perfect health ts impossible. Therefore, when disto him; but he succeeded In making a horse as for man. It subdues Inflammation Sold by Drugqiete and Chemiits, and dealeriin ordered, control them immediatelywith
O. N. U.
No. 90
pair for himself, and he immediately of all kinds. Deed as a gargle aud applied Utdieinte. at Twbmtt-vivm cmtj a Box.
Tarrant1* EffervescentSeltzer Aperient,
freely exterpally to the throat, it is a sovereign
the most genial balsamic and effectivelaxative
made their oonstraction public for the remedy in Diphtheria and Quinsy or InQ NT OKACH WEEK. Agents wauled, particu- and alte ativ* known to the medical profession.
good of others.
Bold by druggiste.
flammationof the Tonsil Glands! To all
I £ lare tree. J. Worth A Oo., It. Louis, Mo.
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MILLIMRY Aim FANCY
SILKS!

:

to

The

We have vlaltedthe

AT

Baalern Johhlng Hoiiwih, and jH raonally ivlected onr utook of

MILLINERY AND TRIMMINGS,
OF THE LATEST STYLES.

was

And

a

last

granted and the City Marshal

in-

Street. Referred to the Committee on

OK

complete stock of

kid ai-ovAe.
All First Class Goods. At the
Lowest Cash Prices.

S.
EIGHTH STREET,

Boots

and

HOLLAND, MIOH.

MEHH,

HI |

Shoes, !}§$

tractors,

he paid $130 for the same

my old friends and many new
examine my goods, no well

I hop** to nee all

ones

to

•elected for the trade.

We have oi hand a roll Anortaeitof the Beit

8. K. cor. 8th & Hlver

Nti*.

SILVER

WERKMAN &

SETS,

either explode or verify itself. At the re-

1974.

Grand Rapid*.

Farmer* will And with u* a ready market for
their pn»duce.
Holland, Mich., April 10, 1874. 47-0* ly

BENSON

A

A. CLOETINGH, FANCY TOYS,
River.
Holland.

alt

WADSWORTH.

St.,

AND

would Inform the Public that by an Increased
supply of necccMary tools and machinery I am
better enabled than heretofore to meet their wants
aiH satisfyall who have BOOK BINDING to imtform. of whatever kind or nature It may he. I snail
perfectlypun*.
Call on ue and you may be sure the appearance,
give this branch of my business more particularat- prices and qualityof our Goods will suit you. We are celed in tiie matter, lias publishedthe folPric* List went free on application.ll.Vly
tention than heretofore.I have limited ray trade ready to repair,
lowing statement, which at the same time
I

!

exclusively to

w

imuximvon

WATCHES, CLOCKS OR .JEWELRY,

Stationary and School Books.

In a Thoroughly SatisfactoryManner.

Corner ok

will keep constantly on hand an assorted
Stock of all kinds of

8th

and Market

& A.

P.

Pens,
Pencils,

Steketee,

Desire to Inform their many friends and cus-

Albums,

tomers that they have on hand and for sale

Diaries,Etc., Etc.

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-wark,
. Hats and Caps,

Also a full line of

Confectionary and Toys.
49-38 tf
A. CLOETINGH.

SITES,

-

—

In the-

To the Public of Holland and viclnI would respectfullyannounce
that I have permanentlylocated in
this place, for the purpose of prac-

profeMtio'*of DentiMry.All operation**
upon the teeth will he carefully performed,and
diseases of the mouth belongingto Dental Practice. will he promptly treated.Mechanical Dentistry, in all the various stylet* will he executedin
the most workmanlike manner; all operations warranted. My office is In Mr. Van Lamlegend’sBrick
Building, ‘2nd floor, in rooms latelyoccupied a*
Beading Room of the Y. M. I’. A.
0. SITES, Dentist.
Holland, Mich., April 17.
118-Cstf

Where may

or

Retail

!

floodi of the Beit Quality and at the Lowest

on. It is well known to the
of Mr. Beecher's church and others that Mrs. Tilton lias repeatedly and emphatically denied it. lam glad,’ for one,
that Mr. Tilton has made his publication.
Thu public know now the worst that can
he said upon the subject, and it will now
be understood why tiie members of Plymouth Church, who have

all

along been

well and accurately informed in the matter

CASH PRICES.

1874.

Holland,

TEA

.

have so unanimously stood by their pastor
during this long anti unfortunate controversy.”

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

TEA AGENTS wanted in town and country to
TEA. or get up club order*, for the large*!
Tea company in America. Importer*'price* and
indneement*to Agent*. Send for circular.Addre** ROBERT WELLS, 43 Ve*cy St.. N.Y. P.
O. Box 1287
Thf ChrUtian J'uinn. Henry Ward Beecher, Editor, of Oct. 25th lu*t. *ay*: ‘Tattle* wi*htngtoget
up club*, and all who' can get order* for TEA,
*nnu!d write him for a circular.”
Tlu New York Wukly Trifmtit,of Sept. 3d. *ay*:
“All ‘Grange*' should write Robt. Well* for circular."
mscvthf.ut Sept, an, *aya: “Robt. Well* la
thoroughly
115-135

reliable.
A CARD.

To the Public of Holland
and Vicinity.
of the vacancy in
the Medical Profession, occaIn view

sioned by the departure

of

my

Father, Dr. B. Ledeboer, I
would respectfully announce
to my friends and to the Public, that I have resolved to remain here and reside in this

-

The
J.

DLTRSEMA.

T.

KOFFERS.

G.

GRINGHriS.

will

of

tiie late Chief-Justice city,

Robertson,of Kentucky,

starts off as fol

lows: “Uniting our destinieswhen she was
not 16 and I was only 19 years old, my de-

.A-IR/IR/IV .ALi
Of the

AND SUMMER STOCK
----

Immense

Dry

where I can be found

DAY

AND NIGHT.

flfty-fivc years, a

com-

as the fruit

of

After devoting

our co operating energies.
to the

advancement of our

1

Dipt, 101

-------

-

Our Assortment of Goods

is

complete and selected with

view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

WE SELL

desolate old age, I desire

that what 1 shall leave behind undisposed

dence, to save.”
--

-

-

ders for all calls on

leave

the

or-

slate

at the door.

Respectfully Y ours,

LEDEBOER,

F. S.
Holland, Mich.,

M. D.

April 1, 1874.

imvdtf

St, Xtv

Id

Send stamp for Pamphlets,free. 121-172

TO THEli

OF
No

BOTH HEXES.

Charge for Advice

and

Consultation.

Dr.J. B. Dron. graduate of Jefferson Medical
College.Philadelphia, author of several valuable
work*, can bo consulted on all disease* of the Sexual or UrinaryOrgan*, (which he ha* made an especial study) either In mail or female, no matter
from what cause orldnatingor of how long standing. A practice or 80 years enables him to treat
disease* with success. Cure* guaranteed. Charge*
reasonable.Those at a distance can forward letter
describing symptom* and enclosingstamp to prepay postage.
Send for the Qvide to Health. Pncc 10c.
J. B.DYOTT, M.D.,
Physician and Surgeon, 104 Duane St., N. Y.

KM:

BOW

BOW

LOST

Just published,

BESTOBED

!

new edition of
Sr. GnlvirveU'i CeltbrttedXmj on
the /fcoiica/rore (without medicine)
of SfehmatorkiicpaSeminal
. Involuntary Seminal Lowe*, Impotuncy,
Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Impediment* to
Marriage, etc.: also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
Fit*, induced by self-indulgence or «exaal extraj
vagance; Pile*. Ac.

jy

a

Price, in sealed envelope, only six cents.

Cha. J. G. Kline & Go.,
BOWERY, NEW YORK, Post-OfficeBox 4,586.

Mortgage Sale;
Default having been made in the Conditions of
payment of a certain Indentureof Mortgage, which
was made and executedby Neeltje Zalsman and
Pieter Zalsman her husband,of the City of Holland. Ottawa County,tRate of Michigan,to Henry
I). Post, of the same place, on the twenty-sixth
(26th) day of Septcmbe*. in the year of our Lord
one thousandeight hundred and seventy-one (A. D.
1871,) which was recorded in the Officeof the Register of Deed* of the County of Ottawa in the
State of Michigan,on the twenty-seventh(27th)
day of SeptemT
ioer, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-one(A. I).
1871. i at 2 o’clock P. M., on page 2Wt. of Liber ‘W
of Mortgages, in said office, which said mortgage
was duty assigned by Henry D. Post, of the City of
Holland, Ottawa County, State of Michigan,' to
Jan Trinipcof the same place hv a certain deed of
assignment, executed and dated on the thirty-first
(81*t) day of March, in the year of our Isird one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, (A. D.
1873.) which said deed of assignmentwas recorded
in the Officeof the Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa, in the State of Michigan, on the
fifteenth(15th) day of April, In the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three
(A. D. 1878.) at 8 o’clockA. M., on page MW of
Liber “8" of Mortgages,in said office, by which
defunlt the power of sale contained In the said
Mortgagehas become operative,and on w hleh Mortgage there is now claimedto be due the sum of one
thousandone hundred and seventy-sevendollar*
and twenty-nine cents, (|1. 177.28) of principal and
interest, together with an Attorney's fee of twentyfive dollars($25.80) as In said Mortgage stipulated
and agreed for foreclosing said Mortgage, and the
costs and charges of sala foreclosure and sale, a*
also provided in said Mortgage; and no suit or pm}
ceedfngs, cither In law or in eqnltv, having been
commencedfor the foreclosure of said Mortgage,or
the collectionof the debt secured thereby, or any
part thereof, Notice is therefore hereby given, that
by virtue* Of the power of sale In sain Mortgage
contained,I shall sell at public auction to tho
highest bidder, the lands und premises described
In said Mortgage, on the Jtfteenth (1.VA) <iayo/
tmber, in tha year of our l/trd me thmtunnlright
hundred and eerenty-four(A. 1). 1874), at two'cUtck
in the afternoon (f that day. at the front door of the
Court House. In the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa
County, State of Michigan,that being the place
where the Circuit Court for thesaid County of Otta
wa is holden, which said landa, and premises are
describedas follows, vis:— “All of that certain
parcel of land which Is situated in the City of Holland, Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and
further known and described as Lot numbered five
(5) in Block numbered thirty-five(85) in said City,
according to the map thereof, of record, in the
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County
aforesaid,as of the villageof Holland.
Dated the lltb day of June, A. D. 1874.
JAN TRIM PE, Attignee ^Mortgagee.
II. D. Post, Attorney firr Atnqnef.
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_aphl*t A im«»nt«s4rr»t
Joasajfoeore do eharcM realitx.8old by dnurrid*

Byrap.

P.8. Dr.

J.

H. Carpenter would

announce to the citizens of

fejnrnp. I |«»mtMitMlAlllbUtars for (f«m,Ki.
••jAMBhtamftUtdiMUM, Swomto,this ttk April UT!
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Sunday was celebrated by the Orangemen in New York and vicinity in a very
a quiet manner. Twelve lodges, numbering

Fltlcr’aPills, 20 cts., should be osca
106-ly

n n n n
m ll r} hi ^
*
* •

Holland City and vicinity, that
after twelve yearn experience
in the practice of Medicines,
Surgery and Midwifery, ho is

now permanently

located

m

thin City, where, hie will contin-

ue to practice his profession.

about 1,000 men, assembled at their headta Returning his thanRs for past
Quarters apd m arched to the Church of
the Holy Trinity,where an appropriate
i patronage, he hopes
to receive
sermon was preached by the Rev. Dr.
;
U| a share tor the future and to be
us a ready Stephen II. Tvng, Jr'., who reviewed the
occasion of their celebration, and advised : is
able to satisfy all reasonable
old. nialo more rabuey at work for ns in
. a* .
I them to beware of ail party discussions
j sptre moments, orallthi* time, than at anything eXpOClHllUJl.
I and difficulties, and unite in one univerelse. Particularsfret*. AddressG. Stiwton A Co..
«, .,r .o-i,.*.,
’ sal brotherhood.
! Portland, iUilUL
aii-iy 1 HOLLAND, Micli., M»v 10, 187LU7tf

CHE AE.

Everything in the line of Produce will find with
market and the highest prices. J. DUURSEMA & CO.

HIVER STREET,

Duu

A Physician In attendanceto answer correspondence snd give advice gratis.

of

Stoneware,
Flour, Feed
and Grains.
- -

In case of absence

property sufficient for the

my

Clothing,
Crockery,
•

sion. I have establishedmy
office in Van . Landegend’s

union of more than

of in my lifetime, shall be distributed
among my desccndentsin sucli portions as
Supplies
will as nearly as possible approach legal
equality, and for effectuating that end I
Notions and Trimmings,
now publish tiie testamentary disposition
Hats & Caps,
of the residual estate which Providence
Groceries,
enabled my admirablewife and myself, by
Glassware,
habitual industry,to earn, and by selfs Provisions, denying economy and systematic pru-

Goods,
Goods,
Furnishing

Profes-

monial estate, acquired during a happy

comfort of

00.

my

floor,

still retaining

DUURSEMA
&
--

practice

brick building, 2nd

children at least $80,000 in various ways,

J.

and

voted wife and myself, without any patri-

fortable independence,rationally enjoyed

SPRING

and Children,

Price, One Dollar per bottle, or Six bottle* for
Five Dollar*.

AGENTS WANTED.

*ell

to rust

be found at all tlmei, at

Wholesale

clearly shows what it is not. He shows
that it is not an offence for which one gentleman could not apologize to another, and
not have tiie apology accepted. Mr. Tilton never charged Mr. Beecher with criminality;and it is well known bv all who
know anything of the facts that Mr. Tilton
never believed it and never alleged it.
Some four years ago, Mr. Tilton claims to
have received information which led him

much
Stored members

HARRINGTON,

E. J.

my

“Mr. Tilton in his communication, dws
not disclose what the charge is, hut lie

charge Mr. Beecher with having made
dishonorablesuggestion to his wife. This
is the extent of the charge, and the only
charge, Mr. Tilton lias ever made against
Mr. Beecher. And it has not even that

—

Brick

sample of the general tone of the

a

ily—

L*

Women

Prof. Steel *ay*: “One bottle of Kearney ’*
Fluid Extract Buchn I* worth more than all other
Bnchu* combined."

127

to

Boots a Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

DENTIST.

ticing

Existing In Mon,

tarNO MATTER WHAT THE AGE!

76-127
is a fair

press during the past week:

Streets.

46-Kcl-ly

Paper,
Envelopes,
Writing Books,

^i iihi—

of the

and

OF

Dr. G.

Pcmuncutly Cure* all Dines***

BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSICAL
SWELLINGS.

The celebrated author. In this admirableEssay,
IMPonTKRN OF
•clearly demonstrate*
from a thirty years’ successful
been appointedto examine into all matters
that the alarming conseauencesof selfBrandies
Cliani|>agiieH, practice,
abuse may be radicallycured without the dantouching his character and reputation,
gerous use of Internal medicine or the application
No. 80 BKO DWAY, NEW YORK.
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
and his accuser, Theodore Tilton, has
Sole Agent* In the United State* for the
certain and effectual by meansol which every
promised to send in a sworn statement of Wine Houses of C. C. BENSON A CO., sufferer,no matter what his condition mav he,
may enre himself cheaply, privately and radically.
the alleged offence, withit a week or ten
Or KUKIMS, COGNAC and LONDON.
MTThi* Lecture should be in the hands of every
days. Until then, tiie public w ill have to
Bentnn’# Fine Old Golden Grape Cognac I* the youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any adbe satisfied with all sorts of opinions and IlncHtBrandy ever exported from a French vineyard. and can be procured only from u*. Cham- dress. on receipt of six cents, or two postage
conclusions. Onp of Brooklyn’s leading pagne*. Bherrle* and Port* of the flne*t flavor*, all stamps. Also, DH. SILLSBKE’S REMEDY FOR
attorneys, Gen. B. F. Tracey, who is sup- from the hou*e* of C. C. Be: *on A Co. Our good* PILES. Send for circular.
are *old and delivered in their original package*a*
Addressthe Publishers,
posed to have been mixed up and conn- they left the vineyard In France, and guaranteed

BOOKBINDERY

And

EXTRACT BUCHU

quest of Mr. Beecher a committeehas

46-J4eMy

.

is,

Eluim

has at last readied a stage where it will

SPRIETSMA & SON.
1,

or

Seechar-Tilton.

This mysteriousscandal -if sucli it

A KIDNEYS,

Leucorrhme nr Whiten, Di*ea*e*of the Predate
Gland, Stone In the Bladder.
Colculn* Gravel orRrlckduat Depoiltand Much*
or Milky Dtachargcu.

SONS.

Emm

to com|>eie successfully with the trade outside this city, intending not only to satisfy
our old friends, but to draw a new trade to
tliis city and the Boot and Shoe Store of

po*itlve remedy for

retention or Incontinenceof Urine, Irritation,
Inllamation or Ulceration of the

& SON.

WORK AND

a

4S Mcl-1y

and

Holland, April

And

KEARNEY’S

Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Etc.,
Horse Nails,
Horse Shoes.

Silver Plated Ware,

L.

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,

COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING STOVES.

Adopted.
The Committee on Claims and Accounts
At the Btort* of
OF THE
reported recommendingpayment of $2 to
W. Ten Hagen for % day s work on stmt
Variety and Jewelry Store! with team, and $2.50 to R. Kramer, for ThiaFIrm have brought to thin City one of th
L.
large**! amt bent •elected ntock for the
Have on hand a conatantly replenished, care- fire watchman, May 9. Adopted.
Judiciously wid carefullyselected for fully
selectedand ever fresh stuok or
The Committee on Fire Departmentrethe season, and comurising the most comported favorable on the petition of “Eagle
plete assortmentof Boots and Shoes ever
Fire Engine Co., No 1,” of April last, for
ottered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.
Clocks,
a salary of $3 per year, to each member of That ha** ever hcen.offeredto Holland and vicinity.
Ladies, k
Watches,
the Company, not exceeding 40, and rec- A completeLine of Dry Goods, including a choice
Gents,
Jewelry,
ommended
that eaeli member be paid a
•election of Drew Goods, Alpaceas, GlngYouths,
hatnn. Trimming* and Notlonc.Sprlngand
salary of $3 per year, and further recomMisses and
Summer Shawl*.Sheeting ana ShirtTable
Pocket Cutlery, mended the purchase of rubber coals for
Ciudken’s Weak,
ing. In Gent’* Farnlihlng.Coththe pipemen. The report was unanimousIng, Hat* A Cap*, we have a full
ly adopted.
a**ortnunt.
Of the Latest Styles.
Aid. Van Landegend introduceda Bill
CUSTOM
REPAIRING
Chics
Cmhrj ud
for an Ordinance concerning side walks,
Done at short notice.
which was placed on the Special Order of Our Department of Family Supplle*. Flour, Feed.
Graham, etc., will receive the name attenthe Day, for the next meeting.
Cash Paid for Hides.
tion a* heretofore. No charge for
Council adjourned to Wednesday evendelivery.
Our prices compare favorable with those
ing, July 22.
We are determined not to he underbid. Gur
of our neighbors, and it is our* purpose
price* compete with tho*e in Chicago

SPRIETSMA

The only know n remedy lor

SPERMATORRHOEA,

Carpenters’ Tools,

VAN DEN BERG,

&

BUCHU!
Non

Farmers’ Implements,

L.

Fluid Extract

G-EITEEAL
Hard-ware. BLADDER

Roads and Bridges.
The Mayor, in behalf of the Third lief.
Wagon Springs,
Church, asked for an extension of 80 days
Horse Trimmings,
to the time for constructinga hide-walk
Glass, Putty,
along the premises of said Church.—
Paints, Oils,
Granted.
Nails, etc.
Aid. Van Landegend asked that measures he taken to build a house for the protection and care of the cannon. Refern d
to tiie Committee on Public Buildings and
Property, with power to act.
The Committeeon Streets,Roads and
And many other thing** too numerou* to menBridges reported that the job of work Imtion.
proving Pine Street,has been completed
BXPAIOO * JOBBIKQ DON! AT 8B08T N0TIC1.
und accepted by them, and recommended
E. VAN DER VEEN.
that W. Ten flagon and L. Hiefje, conStreets,

KEAHHEITS

GOUT, GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIABETES, DI8PEP8IA, NERVOUS
DEBILITY, DROP8EY,

LARGE
STOCK
- -

meeting were

nuisance forthwith.
Pclition of A. Venucnm and 27 others,
for a side-walk on the North side of 10th
Street from Van Raalfe Avenue to Land

EX8UIES,

AN!

LACES

E. VAN DER VEEN,

structed lo notify the parties to abate the

Beautiful Selection of

MS,

minutes of the

read and approved.
J'etition of P. W. Dykema and others,
praying for the removal of the slaughter
house in the North East part of the city,
near the C. A M. L. S. It. R. track, as a
“Public Nuisance,” was read. Petition

BLA€K AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
LADIES' SUITS AND SACKS AND
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.

mu

!

:o:-

sere.

oar Stock, a NEW and
COMPLETE Line of

A

Store

Gratefully Hckiuwleilulni;thr llboral pHirouirc of hli* many mcmla ami cut>tuni«*rh
The roll was called by the clerk. PresIn the
e pant, respectfullyInvitee
ent: Aid. Ranters, Van Landegend. Kamtbo attentionoft he
perman, Flleman, Dykema, Rip]) and VisPublic to hi**

M1LLINBKY AND
KNISIIINU UOOD8, we h*vu thU

AT

Hardware

Council.

Mayor.

In additioulo our Dopartment of

LADIES’ PI
Ntaon added

Oommon

GOODS,

]

Wednesday, July 15, 1874.
Thu Common Council met in regular
session ami was called to order by the

NEW DRESS
:0

Official.

HOLLAND, MIOp.

r*

^
to
__

m

£
their

,,

.

